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EXAMINATIONS IN THE GRAPHICS OF JOURNALISM 
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE EXAMS 
The examinations in this collection were used at the School of Journalism, 
University of Missouri, in a course titled Typography 336. As a 
requirement for all students with majors in the sequences of Advertising, 
Magazine, and Publishing-Typography 336 has an academic credit value 
of two semester hours. The average class enrollment has been about 125 
over the past two years, with as many as 150 not uncommon for the 
Winter semester. Two examinations-a midterm and a final - are given each 
semester in Typography 336 , and those comprising this test anthology are 
five midterm and five final examinations from the period March 1966 
through May 1969. 
Test materials from past semesters have always been a popular source of 
ideas for university students , and invariably they seem to obtain such 
materials through a variety of channels. There seems to be some opinion to 
the effect that general dissemination of examinations will in time tend to 
undermine the effectiveness of testing as a means of evaluation. To a 
certain degree this may be true in some courses which are book-oriented, 
and rely solely upon the lecture and the quiz as a basis of student grades. 
The midterm examinations are first in order of appearance, beginning with 
the most recent . The finals are grouped in the back of the book, which has 
been glued together in order that it might lay open flat when in use. At the 
top of the first page of each examination are a few lines of instructions; a 
reminder to the student to put his name and identification number on the 
front of the exam, and equally important, that quality responses not the 
amount of copy are the basis of evaluation. The method of numbering 
indicates the point value of the questions. For example, if a particular 
question is numbered 1-5, it has a value of five points; similarily , a 
ten-point value for a question numbered 41-50. For value comparison 
purposes, the midterm is an hourly examination with a total value of 100 
points; the final is a two-hour examination with a value of 180 points. 
In its traditional and more popular usage in academic curricula, the term 
"typography" usually was the title of a course in the mechanical 
fundamentals of hand composition, with some occasional reference to the 
relief or letterpress process of printing. From the beginning, the technical 
nature of the subject made so-called typography difficult and time-
consuming to teach-especially to students of journalism, who are , as a 
rule, more inclined toward the many facets of literary communications. 
The facilities considered basic to a course worthy of the name "typ-
ography" are type and type cabinets , and if possible, a small platen 
letterpress. In short, equipment that requires more than average teacher 
supervision and diligence in order to maintain usefulness from semester to 
semester. Under ideal conditions, students should work from cases 
assigned only to individual students for the entire term of the course. 
Needless to say, as the ratio of students to type cases increases, it becomes 
more difficult to maintain "clean" cases. 
In the course of time the numerous and wide variety of courses 
masquerading under the title of "typography" acquired a somewhat 
general reputation among students of graphic arts and journalism as a 
course that was a complete waste of time. And for a number of reasons, all 
across the United States, various educational institutions discontinued 
instruction in typography. More often than not, the decision to remove 
typography from the curriculum was commendable, inasmuch as quality 
of content had often deteriorated to the level of boredom through the 
medium of irrelevant exercises in hand composition from "dirty"cases. 
The quality level of our basic course in the graphics of journalism-
Typography 336-remains inadequate vis-a-vis the academic and creative 
potential of the students. The hope is that an illustrated approach to the 
subject will eventually be instrumental in changing the role of the student 
from passive observer to that of active participant. This is not to imply 
that an illustrated, primarily visual technique of teaching journalism 
graphics invariably will compensate for a poor academic environment, or 
the lack of innovative initiative on the part of the instructor. The point of 
the matter is quality of content. 
For more than thirty years a course in typography has been an integral 
part of the curriculum of the School of Journalism. And while the course 
has retained its traditional title of Typography (336), there is little 
similarity between contemporary content and the initial stuff disseminated 
back in those long-gone days when the subject was predicated on 
mechanical procedure and manipulation of materials. As this collection of 
examinations indicates, the emphasis in Typography 336 at Missouri is 
primarily one of graphic communications as an aspect of journalism in a 
modern society characterized by several mass systems of communications. 
We are fortunate here in the School of Journalism to have facilities for 
hand composition. Of course, type is not indispensable in the teaching of 
journalism graphics , but it can be used quite effectively to stimulate 
interest and participation. Presently, the mechanics and practice of 
typography account for approximately twenty per cent of course 
requirements in Typography 336. The practice is primarily preparation for 
a typographical project which each student must originate, design, and 
print on a Chandler & Price Pilot press. A few well-designed typesetting 
exercises are desirable in that they are basic to a workable understanding 
of the letterpress method of printing. 
The Subject- Item Index begins on page 152, and may be used to locate 
every question relating to a particular subject or typographical item. For 
example, all the questions in the examinations concerning "offset 
printing" will be found on pages 21 and 45. A word of caution ; the page 
numbers listed in the Subject-Item Index are the numbers in the 
upper-right and upper-left corners of the pages. Disregard the individual 
test page numbers that appear at the bottom of the pages. 
DEDICATION 
This book is dedicated to the Typography assistants of 1968-69-Miss Julia 
Omara, Randy Russell, Jerry Summers, and Dan Zimmerman. A never-
ending stream of questions and constructive criticism from these young 
professionals is in large measure responsible for gleaning ambiguity from 
many of the questions on the fallowing pages. 
Donald E. Hill 
Columbia, Missouri 
13June1969 
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-------- READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE BEGINNING THE ASSIGNMENT --------. 
-
All the questions must be answered in the spaces provided in this 
booklet. The method of numbering indicates the point value of the 
questions. The level of accuracy required in the copyfitting problems, 
or when measuring or scaling copy, will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short answers are preferable, since quality responses not 
the amount of copy, are the basis of evaluation. PRINT your last name, 
student and section number in the space provided on the front cover of 
the examination. 
1-10. All of these graphic symbols are related to typography or journalism. Briefly 
identify any five by name and major function . . 
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11-12. What size is the type in this 
illustration? 
13-16. Provide an 8-item typographical specification for the type shown below, utilizing 
the Typography 336 style. 
Buy the VariTyper 
composing machine 
for your department. 
Gutenberg would have 
wanted it that way. 
® 
17-21. Indicate and point out on this group of letters, the five horizontal positions 
wherein all roman types align. 
-27-25. Give ~ome account of this typographical character. 
26-28. Identify any three of the structural 
classifications of type as shown in the reverse 
illustration at the right. 
FiliciTArioNs 
},, cl iei tnzion i 
F elicidades 
Gratulationrn 
.::l\\? ~ft) 
Congratulations 
29-33. It has been said that in these days and times the ephemeral characteristic of news-
paper content and the business nature of newspaper publishing in a free and competitive 
society, are sufficient justification for the typical newspaper approach to composition and 
typography. COMMENT. 
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34-39. Place each of these five characters 
in the correct compartment of the California 
job case below. And (2) what is the typo-
graphical term for the character in the 
center of the circle? 
0 
® 
@ 
40-44. A 45x60 pica photograph is to be 
reduced to a depth of 24 picas. At this 
reduction, what SOR is necessary? And at 
this SOR, what would the halftone cost if 
it is to be printed on newsprint? Use the 
price list shown here. 
SOR answer here~ 
Cost answer here...,.._ 
3 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
$1.58 
1.73 
1.93 
2.14 
2.30 
2.45 
2.62 
2.81 
2.96 
3.12 
3.29 
3.45 
3.61 
3.80 
3.96 
4.10 
4.25 
4.39 
4.54 
4.69 
4.85 
4.98 
5.14 
5.29 
5.44 
5.58 
Add lOc For 
Each Additional 
Square Inch 
Over 30 
$1.74 
2.12 
2.34 
2.56 
2.75 
2.94 
3.14 
3.32 
3.53 
3.70 
3.90 
4.10 
4.28 
4.48 
4.68 
4.85 
5.03 
5.21 
5.40 
5.56 
5.74 
5.93 
6.10 
6.27 
6.46 
6.62 
Add lOc For 
Each Additional 
Square Inch 
Over 30 
PHOTO ENGRA YING 
45-49. Discuss briefly the general use and ramifications of this 
kind of printing surface in light of contemporary corporate 
symbolism. 
50-52. What is the mechanical technique illustrated 
here, and under what circumstances might it sometimes 
be used in typography? 
53-58. Discuss in some detail this method of machine composition. Refer to the 
numbers in the diagram, and briefly explain how the machine Opf!rates. 
® 
® 
59-61. In point of time, which of these is the old-
est letter form? Identify the historical period, 
and name the most prominent printer with which 
the letter form is associated. 
62-68. What kind of plate, or printing technique, 
~
dominates this advertisement? Point out and ex-
plainallY three of the plate areas shown in the 
advertisement. 
~ Round Dots ~ Wavy Lines 
~Square Dots r~ Concentric Ci rcles 
+Elliptical Dots Pebble Grain 
~ Mezzotints ~ Steel Etch 
Straight Lines Iii Master Quality Tints 
32 to 300 lines - S"x lO" to 29" x39" 
475 Speedwell Ave., Morris Plains, N.J . 07950 
69-72. Which of these pieces of line spacing 
materials are classified as 'slugs,' and which 
are 'leads'!' 
73-76. Cite four general guidelines of paragraph indention when type is set en masse. 
77-82. Differentiate between these two kinds of 
composition, and give a few details concerning the 
machine systems which produced each of them. 
® 83-90. Refer to the Typograf on the facing page, and do this: 
( 1) Circle a hand-tooled letter 
(2) Identify by family the large cap A 
(3) Put a box around an inline letter 
(4) Place a triangle around an Egyptian letter 
91-94. Identify and list three major uses or 
characteristics of this method of printing. 
95-100. A ten-page manuscript that was typed on a pica typewriter has 24 lines per page and an average 
line length of 36 picas. On a type page size of 16x25 picas, how many pages would be required to print 
this manuscript if it is set solid in Garamond Oldstyle, CPP 3.00? (Accuracy within one-tenth of a page.) 
PUT THE FINAL ANSWER HERE D 
A ~Aaa ® 
a JI a IA~ ·~· a a ~ 
A A ,4 Ii\ a .~; . ,A JI A -
a 0 a 8 A A A aa 
aaaAA ·~ A 
AA ~ AA a 
a A A ac7{11 ;1 J.\ a :· ·~ '·AB A i . ft ~ .I/! . 
! ~, . ~ -. 
A• AAaa An 
A.:Zaa A A a I a£aA 
® 
TEST YOUR VISUAL PERCEPTION 
How many f's are in this sentenc:P (Answer an page 54.) 
Finished files are the result of years of scientific study combined with the experience of years. 

All the questions must be answered in the spaces provided in this booklet. The method of 
numbering indicates the point value of the questions. The level of accuracy required in the 
copyfitting problems, or when measuring or scaling copy, will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short answers are preferable, since quality responses, not the amount of copy, 
are the basis of evaluation. PR I NT your last name, student and section number, on the front 
of the examination. 
1·5. If you were to measure a 12-inch foot ruler with a 72-pica printer's line gauge--which would be 
the longer? 
6-10. Solely on the basis of typesetting techniques as practiced in Typography 336, 
what is wrong in the diagram below? 
11-16. Identify, and give a brief general comment on each of the three numbered 
visuals on display at the front of the room. Refer to the numbers in order to 
separate your answers. 
17-20. TYPOGRAPHICAL /DENT/FICA T/ON: Raise your hand to obtain an item 
from any one of the lab assistants, and briefly identify and 'describe the item. 
21-26. At the right is shown a complete mechanical diagram of an o~ffset _£ress. 
Examine it closely, and give a concise description of (a) how the press operates 
mechanically, and (b) the kind of work most economically suited to the process. 
RECEIVER 
WATER DUCTOR 
~ 1~NTAIN 
DAMPENING 
WATER MECHANISM 
FORM ROLLER 
@ 27-32. Look closely at this line of type set in a composing stick. Refer to the numbered 
items and the pointing arrows. Which of the items are examples of incorrect typesetting 
procedure? Give the correct procedure for any item shown here to be incorrect. 
E) 4-em space 
E) 3-em space 
0 set first letter of first word 
flush against the clamp here 
€) 6-point slug 
•.....•....................••...............•....••...•........••..............................................
•...• 
. 
. . 
. 
33-36. In the course of time, these monuments were presented to the School of 
Journalism-as ~bols of peace and understanding among men of all nations. 
Identify the three nations that gave them to the School. 
37-45. Give an account of typography as it is practiced in daily newspaper pub l ishing. 
How does it differ from book and magazine typography? Discuss mechanical techniques 
and quailty of the product. Mention any special problems due to frequency of pub11: 
cation and ephemeral nature of content. 
46-52. How many of the grocery items (fruits and vegetables shown right) 
will fit into an advertisement space of 25x52 picas if each item is to have 
with it a price line (see line A below) and a descriptive line (see line B be-
low) . HINTS: The ad is to be set solid, all lines will fit into a 25-pica 
measure, and all the fruit and vegetable items are set in the same type size. 
O each item to have price line in this size of type 
0 each item to have a descriptive line in this size of type 
p\urns 
apples 
peaches 
cabbage 
® 
Pumpkins 
grapefr1, ·1 red ti/ ~ /Jep11 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE D /;;~~~ Per ~ lf/J/ 
® 5.155. Indicate which of the lowercase n's and u's in the box at right 
are the best examples of the 'modern' letterform. 
56-60. How many characters will fit into a 30x35 pica 
advertisement space if 10-point type, CPP 2.85, is set 
solid? 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE D 
m 
® 
n 
@ 
u 
® 
n 
COLUMBIA (Mo.) MISSOURIAN, Thurs., Feb. 13, 1969-Page 17 
Northeast of City 
Oversight Cited 
In Zoning Dispute 
Planning Director A r t h u r 
Spencer clarified the city's posi-
tion Wednesday in a dispute 
over zoning of p r o p e r t i e s 
northeast of the Co 1 umb i a 
Municipal Airport. 
"The problem is due to an 
oversight when the airport was 
built because the area vvas zon-
ed as residential. It should have 
been zoned as industrial at that 
time. According to the Hare & 
Hare plan on long-range land 
use, the land is industrial," 
Spencer said. 
A dispute arose between the 
Columbia Asphalt Co . and local 
residents when the company 
decided to move its plant to 
land it had leased near th 
the northeast edge of the 
airport, bounded on the east by 
a quarry and on the north by 
the city limits. 
Spencer said the land has not. 
been rezoned as industrial since 1 
then because it would not have 
been developed for several 
years. It was with the land~use 
plan in mind that the 30 acres 
were leased to C o l u m b i , 
Asphalt Co. in 1967. , 
"By leasing the land, the 
gets $1,000 a year until th 
is ready to be develop 
dustrial or reside 
land-use plan · 
area 
zoni 
61-65. As a reporter you are assigned to write 
a story that will make 50 lines when set into the 
type and measure as shown in this samp le from 
THE COLUMBIA MISSOURIAN. Give the pro-
cedure for this kind of newspaper copyfitting. 
66-70. This is the reproducer (line drawing at right) of one of the typesetting 
systems in The Linotype School. Give a concise, descriptive account of the 
system. 
~ IDEN I IFV lHESE SIX PICCES OF TYPE 
77-82. The words shown here are typical examples of the many problems AWAY 
to be encountered in spacing lines of all capitals. Using these words as a be-
ginning, give an overall account of letterspacing in typography. HINT: The 
topic is letterspacing not spacing in general. 
AVIATOR 
MINIMUM 
83-88. Select the best printing process for each of these five jobs. Write the name of 
the correct process in the column space opposite each job. 
No. DESCRIPTION OF THE JOB NAME OF BEST PROCESS 
; 
0 25 business cards, size 2x3Y2 inches with only four lines of copy 
-
@ one 3-color poster, size 35x45 inches printed in fluorescent ink 
~ the newspaper supplements PARADE and THIS WEEK 
a 
17x22 inch accounting form, with 48 
vertical column rules and 36 horizontal 
rules 
0 500 ad.mission tickets, consecutively numbered from 1 through 500 
-
89-92. What 
® 
@ 
93-97. These diagrams illustrate the basic procedure of a well-k
nown and widely used 
method of coldtype pasteup. The tools and materials of the sy
stem were demonstrated 
in class, and were on display for more than two weeks in the 
typography lab. (1) Give 
the trade name for this particular system, (2) outline the steps for its use, and
 (3) give 
an example of circumstances under which the method may be 
used to advantage. 
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98-100. When a rectangular area is removed from a halftone and type inserted as shown 
below-what is the term for this graphic technique? 
JSA Production Board 
Back row, left to right: Dan Zimmerman 
(pub), Suzy Heer (ad), Dave Lewis (pres.), 
Mary Lee Schlotzhauer (photo), Sheri Dill 
(news), Shirley Soderborg (mag), Jeri Dodson 
(pub), DD Rudner (vice pres.), Margie Gillis 
(R-TV). Fi·ont row, left to right: Jim Holmberg 
(R-TV), Wayne Davenport (photo), Jeff Wil-
liams (news), Claudia Harris (mag), Bryan 
Whiteside (sec'y-treas.), Julie Blackmore (ad). 
Not pictured are Jim Bottom (grad), Paul Wat-
kins (grad) , Pam Reeves (Press Time editor), 
Dean Milton Gross (advisor). 
® 
In colonial America before the year l765, printers had been dependent upon Great 
Britain for importation of presses, types, ink, and to a large extent, paper. Some-
time in early May of 1769, there were struck in the office of Solomon Sauthwick, a 
Newport printer, proofs from the original types made in the English colonies. The 
types were designed and cast by Abel Buell -- the first typefaunder in America. A 
slightly enlarged reproduction of the first Buell types is shown here to be used in 
answering the question. 
lOl-llO. On the basis of typeface alignment (namely, the five standard positions of 
horizontal alignment), provide a critique of the Buell types. Do not generalize; be 
specific; utilize the reproduction to indicate various points in your discussion. 
•··•··············································•·············· . . 
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. ~ . ~ B E L .B U E L L, ; 
: of K1llrngworth 1n Connecticut re : 
: ell~r and Lapi~ary, begs leave ~o a~= : 
: quamt the Pubhc, and 1he Printers of : 
. the Several Colonies, that he hath di- : 
: fcovered the an, and hath alreday en- : 
: ued u~n the BuGnef s of founding Ty- ~ 
· ~s, which as Soon as he can furnifh : ~ h1mfel.f with Stock, will fell for the fa- ~ 
: !f1e price at which they are purchafed · 
: 1n LONDON; in which Bufinef s he ho-
: pes for the Encou~emem of rhe Pr-
~ mtcrs, and all Amencan Pat1iots . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
, ...•..................................••.........••....•.•..•••. 
MIDTERM EXAMINATION 
IYPOGRAPHY 336: WINTER SEMESTER 1966-67 
' 
!J 
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM: UNIVERSITY." Of MISSOURI: COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 
. . 
All the questions must be answered in the spaces provided in this booklet. The method of 
numbering indicates the point value of the questions. The level of accuracy required in the 
copyfitting problems, or when measuring or scaling copy, will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short answers are preferable, since quality responses, not the amount of copy, 
are the basis of evaluation. PRINT your last name, student and section number, on the front 
of the examination. 
1-5. Give a general account of this method of printing, including the kind 
of work most suitable to this particular process. 
6-10. Define and explain the spacing guideline which is exemplified in these 
few lines of type. 
ITALIC 'f!CA PIT A LS g1 RE JIUS U A LL Y 
THE3CAP :f:;i5HOULD:(3E3USED/O 
THE~AP ~~HOULD~E 
THEf AP ~f HOULD/E~SED/OR~EASlJRING3THE 
11-14. There is some agreement as to the length of the 'ideal' line of 
type. What is this length? 
15-19. List five typographical considerations that tend to provide a 
climate of maximum readability. 
® 
® 20-23. List two of the primary uses of duplicate plates. 
24-28. What is fue size of this type? Ty p 0 gr a p h y 
29-33. Provide a general critique of this 
advertisement. 
Thi6 ~i1ht-day clocli 
•old for '1 .JO, 
.......... ,~. 
Founded in 1893, Farm lo Home offers savera the benefit ot 75 yan o( 
experience in aound, cohstnlctive rnanaa:ement • • • manqement that 
Udy in the history of Fann & Home established the tradition of payin1 
the hichest dividends consistent with maximum security .•• currentlY 
aleo the hi&hcst permitted by Federal reculations. 
In addition to beinc one of the two lara:est aavinca auoc:iationl doin1 
bwinesa for 75 years or more, Farm & Home is one of the twenty larccst 
of the more than six. thousand in the nation. Current asactl are in excea1 
of $450 million. 
BROADWAY AND STH STREET • GI 2·0191 
34-38. Differentiate between photo-typography and the so-called hot metal typography. 
39-43. Describe and explain in detail 
the composition and make-up techniques 
involved in the production of the numerals 
shown in this illustration. 
® 
44-50. We have discussed in some detail several techniques utilized in the 
graphic arts for the production of printing surfaces. Into which classification 
would you assign the technique used to produce the cover of this examination? 
51-56. Identify the letter character on each of these six pieces of type. 
57-65. It has been forecast that by 1979 fewer than 200 daily newspapers in the 
United States will be printed by the letterpress process. At the present time 
there are approximately 350 daily newspapers printed by the offset method. In 
about ten years it has been estimated that the total number of offset newspapers 
(dailies) will increase to 1,200, and by the end of 1979 more than 1,500 dailies 
will be utilizing offset. Give a general account of the major reasons for the 
decline in the number of letterpress daily newspapers in the United States. 
66-70. From an historical perspective, discuss this letterform in some detail. 
And provide an approximate date for the period during which this classification 
of letterform was in wide and general use. 
@ 
® 71-80. Back in the days of the hand compositors, there was a great demand for 
'fast' typesetters--workmen who could set at least 1,500 ems of Nonpareil type 
in one hour, and make no more than three or four errors. 
One of the best-attested feats of fast typesetting is that of George Arensberg of 
New York City, in February 1871. On a bet against time, and in the presence of 
two judges holding stop-watches, Arensberg set 2,064 ems of solid Minion type 
(7-point) in one hour. There were 6,192 pieces of metal in the matter. 
(A) QUESTION: What was the character per pica count of 
the type used by Mr. Arensberg in this display of fast 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE 
typesetting? 0 
(B) QUESTION: On a 14 pica measure, how many stickfuls 
of type (7 -point) did Arensberg set in the above described 
feat of fast typesetting? HINT: in those days as well as at 
;I the present time, a composing stick would accommodate 
twelve lines of 12-point type. 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE ... I____ _ 
81-86. There are two basic steps necessary in order to determine the number 
of characters in a typewritten manuscript (or other copy). Explain in some de-
tail these two steps as shown at A and B in this illustration, and provide the 
answers opposite the appropriate letters below. 
-2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
._1_:_ 
' Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting 
by her sister on the bank; and of having nothing 
to do : once or twice she had peeped into the : 
book her sister was reading ; but it had no pie~ 
tures or conversations in it; "and what is the 1 
I 
use of a book," thought Alice , "without picture1s 
or conversations?" So she was considering in : 
her own mind, (as wel 1 as she could, for the ho;t 
day made her feel very sleepy and stupid, whether 
the pleasure of making a daisy-chain would be 1 
l1 l2191516tisrulil~l~~l~~~~~lil~l§~~~~~~gJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~; 
PICA TYPE - 10 Characters to the inch. • 
87-92. This is the type camera equipment in the offset 
department of 'The Columbia Missourian.' Tell whatever 
you can about this kind of camera, including how it is 
utilized in the production sequence of the newspaper. 
93-96. This illustration shows a critical part 
of a major hot-metal system of composition. 
Name the system and briefly describe the part. 
97-100. Refer to the facing page and do this: (a) circle one text letter; 
(b) place a box around one gothic letter. 
® 
-------------, 
<& G ~ "~ G G G 
~g G 
G @g~ 
(j G gG 
g g gG GG ~~gG GG gg9 
•'g@g G g GG 
gGaGG9 GGg 
G 0 GGg GG gG G G ggggg 
<&gGGg~g~G Gg 
® 
A WEAK HEADING 
Although t~s he~!~s~::nl~:re:. 
than the bo y :a Kabel letter is 
rnond Bold, t e d clashes in its 
weak in tone, an 
MODERN EFFECTS 
It is always safe to use types of 
the same series together as is done 
here with these Future faces. Har-
mony of style and of letter shapes 
Elegant Spring Patterns 
Baskerville Italic makes a good 
heading for Caslon ~l?style,. f<;>r 
they are faces of s1m1lar ongm 
and style .. Swash letters add zest 
CLASSIC LETTER 
The use of Forum Title with Gara-
mond, as shown in this example 
isalwaysgood, because both letter~ 
have similar backgrounds of design 
NEW AND OLD 
Classic oldstyle types like Goudy 
are not at ease with ultra modern 
letters like Girder. Just as well try 
to combine winter with summer 
J§ook of <teommon ~raper 
d Cl · e two of the T xtletter an 01ster ar . 
cl:ssic oldstyle letters which comb~~e 
well on the page when the sma :~ 
. f the roman are used. Types 
sizes o 
~arlp ~tttltrs in ~bio 
Whenever rornan is cornh. . 
a. textletter, it s hould he I:ed WI~h 
size, lighter in tone th rnh_aH In 
and · h an t IS one 
wit an olds tyle a tmosphere 
A RELIABLE LETTER 
New Caslon is a transitional let-
ter as is Century Oldstyle, used 
in this paragraph. They g.o _:.v:ell 
together, are high in leg1b1bty 
lOl-llO. These eight examples show the results of combining two different type-
faces--one used as a headline and the other as a few lines of reader type. Read 
the copy under each of the headlines, and indicate whether you generally agree 
or disagree with these typographical statements. 

All the questions must be ansWered in the spaces provided in this booklet. The method of 
numbering indicates the point value of the questions. The level of accuracy required in the 
copyfitting problems, or when measuring or scaling coPY· will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short ansWers are preferable, since quality responses, not the amount of coPY· 
are the basis of evaluation. PRINT your fast name, student and section number. on the front 
of the examination. 
1-5. 1hi• gauge i• a part ol th• 1>11ER1'1P' READY RECKONER 
.,.pytlttiR!I w"•"'· GiV• an ""'""' oi thi• "'"""'' ;nc\udin9 "°"' 
this gauge is used in the §'/stem. 
RECEIVER 
6-15. Identify and discuss in some detail, any ONE of these basic processes or methods 
of reproduction. (Answer only in the space provided, below.) 
Platen 
/ 
Paper 
FRAME 
ENGRAVED t) 
BELOW THE 
SURFACE 
IMPRESSION 
CYLINDER-........... 
Paper 
METAL 
SCRAPER 
• J 
Crllnder 
0 
SCREEN 
PAPER Bed 
@ 
.. 
® 
16-20. What size is the type in this illustration? And (2) 
(2) What is the significance of that part of the type body 
body as indicated by the arrow? 
21-25. Indicate which of these three typefaces you would select in order to get a maximum 
number of characters in any given space .. 
O abcdef ghijklnrnopqrstuvwxyz 
e abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
t> abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
26-30. Indicate which of these three type page sizes you would select i( the type to be 
printed in the spacf! is 9-point Badoni Bold, set solid.WHY? 
zgx 37 
~SX41L 
"ZS X 'fi-
31-35. A t right is a diagram of one of the visuals shown in class discussion. Give some 
account of the diagram and how it is related to the 
graphic arts and typography. 
e 
36-39. Here is a line illustration of a piece of 
foundry type. Use it in an explanation of the 
importance of the set width of type. 
T 
-
.. 
lJ.J 
Q.. 
>-t-
0 
SIZE----- ---
< PO I NT L.1 N £ ) 
___ --r. WIDTH 
\POINT SET) 
40-45. Shown here is a series of enlarged portions all taken from the same printed half-
tone. .What comments can you make concerning either the entire halftone or any of the 
enlarged areas as shown here? 
••••••• 
® 
46-53. Differentiate fully between these two printing surfaces, including identification 
of printing process. 
54-58. In this California job case, fill-in the five ligatures in the correct compartment. 
II II II 
I== 
I== 
i:::= 
59-62. Identify these eight pieces of foundry type by inserting the proper letter in 
the circles below the type. 
® 
;- • 63-65. What is the character per pica coun l-1 of this typeface? 
------------. 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz •• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
----------------------------------· 
..--.- 66-74. Provide the visual or structural classification for these nine typefaces. --
Place answers in the spaces to the left of the type examples. 
____ o Fashion Designers 
___ e A Distinctive 1jpe 
___ •Management 
___ •Special Report 
___ •bed of a psych 
___ el/,f~ Seldpi dJ.ace 
___ o Societg :De/Juta11tes 
___ •Jtnlthuy (l;rrrtittg 
-----
eWESTERN TO 
75-80. Briefly explain the functional relationship between these two typographical items. 
_,.._,...,. 
-- --- _.._ --- -~· 
- - · - _..
. ... _ _.__ 
i;;;" ~ 
81-90. The examples on this page represent technical, as well as chronological developments 
in the history of typography. (1) Identify the historical periods, (2) point out individual 
letter development, and (3) comment in general about the three cap A's . 
® 
® 
91-95. If the cost of 1,000 ems of 10-point type is $4.00, What would be the total composition cost of a 
ten-page booklet that is set solid in 10-point Century Oldstyle, CPP 2.50, on a type page size of 23x40 picas? 
PUT THE FINAL ANSWER:.:.:,. D 
96-100. Identify any FIVE of the type parts or portions as indicated by the numbers 
in these diagrams. 
o------- -~ 
TEN-POINT BONUS QUESTION IN COPYFITTING ON THE FACING PAGE 
t ble speeches in 
0 one of the most unforg::urg Address-was 
101-11 . 
. n history-the GettY ber \863 at 
all of America 
. In on 19 Novem d by President L1nco . I Cemeterv on the 
ma e 
. of the Nationa 
. 
the dedication Pennsylvania. battlefield at 
Gettysburg, 
. e copvf itting procedure 
QUESTION: Explain th tt sburg Address to be d enable the Ge y that woul 
. , . to machine type. set '\ine-for-hne in 
® 
Abraham Lincoln's GETTYSBURG ADDRESS &~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '/'° t!UV~~ 1~~~ ~~~~' ~//>.-./ ~,~~/:o~/~~ah; ~cvtt/~~. JYi:rw- tAf0 ~~V>V 0., ~~ ~~ w~ ~ ~ (.TV a-.....,,~_;..,,~~ I ,t' 
' 
,P-c ~-0, ~~~' lfrJ!,~~ t:f'-...,A/ ~ ~-~7#t;:;v~. !frµ_~~~ ~CV~°!:~~ O.J~?~-1~ /uY t;;/Ltr.1-0 hf~ ~ ~ ~ ~, ~ UiLU ~~~·de/-" ~rl2°7 a--~~~~~~~~. ~u,G, u•v <..I/~/~'~~~~­Ive.; ~....., ~ ~- W'C/ ~ t'h-tie ~-~ ~· clJ:.v &0-v-v ~' ~/ ~~ krG~~ r ~.~ ~~ /o-.r~pr,.,y ~ ~ fc~OY~. ~W~/,<./'J.l,~ !J~, rh-uv ~ ~a.y ~ ~ 4J ~ ~ w ea._, fJ'L€-<,N',.,-/~ ~r-r"~ ~ ~ ~. A~ ftrr M4 tk f.wi-7. fr.J.T'£V , j:o k ~~ ~ l;o-d:, ~·~ 1-Vd'vl µfu(.,~ M~ 1+,e_., ~LL, {:' AJ-c iN>-t) ~~ .  Jt i-i rr~ /rr<.4 .1c-- ~<::> ,~ ~.G:...o t.;,· L,/;..; ~ l..4fv~1 h.:. -r~- ~~~~~-"4J'-U~~. ~ ~ /4 ,LkL ~ r-~~~ru ~ ~ ~ fh.uu~ '/'~-~IV</,£~ 1 ~ "Lb., ~ ~.-<../ ~ l"4FG ~ -....:..u ~· ~- ~ µ~ ~ ~~~~ I ·r =/ a/(~~ tr/.~- ~ Fk., ?~~.?#c~~.~~~~ ~~rJ::£,~. 
® 
c5'lnswer to visual perception test, page 18; there are six 
(6) f's in the sentence. Four is considered average. 
A MIDTERM EXAMINATION IN TYPOGRAPHY a36-A COURSE IN 
THE GRAPHICS OF COMMUNICATION 
.SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM: UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI: FAtL SEMESTER 19618-69 
®' 
--------READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE BEGINNING THE ASSIGNMENT--------
0 
All the questions must be answered in the spaces provided in this 
booklet. The method of numbering indicates the point value of the 
questions. The level of accuracy required in the copyfitting problems, 
or when measuring or scaling copy, will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short answers are preferable, since quality responses not 
the amount of copy, are the basis of evaluation. PRINT your last name, 
student and section number in the space provided on the front cover of 
the examination. 
1-10. For each of the pieces of type as numbered below, write the appropriate number in 
the correct compartment of the case. For example, the piece of type numbered zero is a 
capital I, thus the number zero is written into that compartment on case diagram. 
2 
11-15 In this newspaper composition, point out five 
examples of low-quality typography. 
To complete state require-
ments a student must take ~ 
hours of professio~ ]education 
courses including- rDfue to 11 
at the University~Teehniques 
ol. se·condary school 1\eaching, or 
teaching reading in lementaey 
schools, teaching of the stu-
dent's field) and practice teach· 
ing, 
Areas of concentration av.ail.-
able at Stephens for the secon-
dary degree are: Art, com-
merce '(business), English, gen-
eral home economics, humani-
ties, language, mathematics, 
music (vocal and instrumental), 
physical education, science, so-
' cial science and speech and dra-
matics. 
16-19. Identify and briefly explain this 
mechanical technique of printing, and 
give at least one of its major advantages. 
3 
® 
"" 
BED 
® ····:·:·:· 
····: 
20-25. Discuss in some detail the reproduction of tone in light of the four major printing 
processes. You should utilize this enlarged section of a halftone to indicate some knowledge 
of tonal values. 
4 
26-33. What SOR is shown on this proportional 
scale? And at this SOR, will an 8x10 inch photo-
graph fit into a space on an advertisement which 
measures 5x7 inches? 
34-38. What is the CPP of this typeface? The 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE " 
scale shown on the line gauge is in picas. ~±' ~ 
~ ,·1 
39-40. Identify and briefly describe this kind of a piece of type. Why is 
such a character is this necessary in typography? 
5 
® 
@ 
The troditional aothodoloa o! tJPOC?'apq inatructioi 
1D 1chooa o£ jOW"nalu. baa boon to bore hell out o! tJlo 
•t:adenU vi t.b. dull &Di unirat.reaUnc exeroi.9N 1n •1-•~t&r7 
h.aDj, ocapoaition !re-. "d.iJ-t,-• Calltornia job ouH. M~ 
orten tb.an not, tM naae ot tlMi oOQrae 1a aiaplJ' ·~•pb;r• 
! 
and 1n •COP9 and. JMlrapectin enocmpuaH ••r•l;f t.be ~t.a­
tion.1 &nd potAnti.ah of the r.lie!' prooeH ot printinc. j .All & 
I 
re..a.lt t.h.9r• bu oc:ae to be a t.b1n thread ot tragecb' 1n ;the 
i 
taot that typocra~ bu acquired • g•nera1 am •oaevbat vid• ' 
: i 
nputation ot be1.ft& t.b. aOllt notori.oual;f wa3te ot t1-.• ~n 
aa.o;r a college caapm. 
In the cour•• ot tiM uzq t.aohera 1.n th• field ot craphio , 
arta--vbich 1Dc1'"1oa ao-oallod ~•pq-he'" llicr•tod :into 
the o~eroial print.inc imiust.ry tor a ataber of reaaoM, not , 
the leut of which 1• eoonc.ic remuneration. Comequ•nt.l.J", 1.n. 
recent 7•ar• a maber ot aoboolA ban diaoontinued their oour9ea 
1n typograpb3'--a c~rd.abl.e deoU1on TU-a-Ti.a t.be tnaio&l approach· 
to th• aubjeot. !nd now it all cc.ea down to thia : it ~ the &&• 
or th. grapbio 919bol 0.n rl•ual di&loeue and 1-c• taoad•• 1P 
larc• part. ban btooa• aooi.al .tunotioM 1.n a cloae-up world oL 
in:luatrial apeoiallaation. On the vide .... oreen of t.J:..1r 
1
1-q:ina-
tion, throuch t.A.1r own p.r•ona.l. prima or pr•jwlio•. .,. t.1•Yi•1o~ 
c•n.ration •ee journa11.aa SJ'&phio• U & TUt, Ti.a:u.&1 •t:b.ineaar o! 
I 
a.aroa,u aid oorporat. •:z:pr•••ion. I 
Tho now graphic• o£ journali•, roproHntod "7 tho o..lr .. Im~ 
.. Til'OOIW'llI JJ6 in tho Sohool or Journall• o! tho u~ ... r•i~ 
of KiHouri. 1'900pi&•8 t.bat •to:i•nb wbo ha'H ••en burdJ-eda O! 
i 
aoYiH &Di thoua&Di• ot hour• ot t.leTi.a:ion, requi.l'e a kim of 
I 
"oreat.i:n partioipaUon" (tar laok: ot 'better word•) dit~erent !rem 
that o£ tho book orlootod c•narati- ot b;rcona dqa. Lot tho 
~ I , ·~ 10 !..ta tb&t 'ftrbal. o~&tiODll baa A.d. 1.t.a ~ on tl:d• 
I I 
l 
41-45. On of the fundamental activities in copyfitting is the measurement of the copy to 
determine total characters. On this reduced typewritten page, demonstrate graphically and 
fully explain how you would estimate the total number of characters in a 100-page manu-
script when all the pages are similar in typing style to the one shown. 
6 
46-50. Late in the afternoon of July 4, 1176 the Continental Congress at Philadelphia adopted 
the Declaration of Independence. The secretary, Charles Thomson, sent the manuscript to the 
printing office of John Dunlap. where it was set into 66 lines o~~t Primer {18-point) 
type and run off as a 13-20 inch broadside. Assuming a measure of ten inches and that all the 
lines are full, how many characters were needed to set this first Declaration of Independence 
if the CPP of the type was 1.50? 
PUT THE ANSWE~o---------------------, 
IN c 0 N G R Es S, Ju Ly 4, 1776. 
A DECLARATION 
Jly THE R E p R Es E NT AT Iv Es Of. THE 
UNITED ST A TES OF AMERICA, 
IN GENE .RAL CONGRESS ASSEMBLED. 
S{,imt~;O•D<• .•11,~ ·;. B11o1 •1.r •ftl·~ Ca>1c1"1:11, 
J 0 H N H A N c 0 c K, p R Es CD EN T. 
c~T1'T :·.:·£ s TH 0 Ms ON. $&ear~·-·-· -
... ,. •• ..., •• ,., l'11 o·u• .._. J••• D•••••· 
51-54. What system of composition utilizes this 
kind of manual operation (as shown left), and give 
the term generally applied to this work. What is 
the primary use of this system of composition on 
THE COLUMBIA MISSOURIAN? 
7 
® 
® 55-60. Mark Twain is the most famous of all the old-time Missouri printers. At the a
ge of 17 
he ran away from his hometown of Hannibal, and went to St. Louis where he worked as a com-
positor on the old ST. LOUIS DEMOCRAT. 
[~o] 
If these are the specs of the type (above), how many 
characters must Twain set in order to fill an area that 
measures 40 picas in depth? 0 PUT THE ANSWER HERE ~ 
\ "'"\ I n ( a(j) (,...,,,, ·-c, c-...... e p· ~~.o, 
?o 
I -i--
~ I 
if f o · p~l'-:J 
Century Schoolbook" 61-65. If you had all these faces (shown left) in your 
C t S h lb k B Id print shop. would you have (1) ~"?D~jof type or (2) en ury c oo oo o , . 1 
. a senes of type? Q , , C 
Century Schoolbook Italic, 420C =--- J 1 "l ·1 
Century Bold, 118J 
Century Bold Italic, 118K 
Century Bold Condensed, 
Century Bold Condensed 
Century Expanded, 20A 
Century Expanded Italic, 20C 
Century Expanded 
Century Expanded Italic 
Century Nova 
Century Nova Italic 
Century Old Style, 157E 
Century Old Style ltalfr, 157G 
Century Bold 8 
Century Bold Italic 
@ 
Photomechanical halftone by Larry Sapp 
66-73. USE SCREEN DETERMINER: and estimate what kind of screen (how many lines) 
was used in the production of this photomechanical halftone. 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE 
74-78. In the halftone above, yvhat graphical technique (or combination plate) was utilized 
to produce the type copy as shown at the bottom of the picture? 
9 
® 79-83. Which one of the four basic dimensions 
used in the identification of a typeface is most 
clearly evident as contrast between these two 
lowercase letters? 
84-87. This caricature is the most widely recognized graphic symbol 
on the North American continent. What organization uses it and for 
what purpose? 
88-93. This line of type is set with 3-em word spacing and is to be justified on a 25-pica 
measure. In the proper sequence, what are the necessary steps in order to accomplish 
justification? 
; to the em spaces ~ 
lwh enlth ell as tlfewll etterslo fialli ~ e 
+ 25 PICA MEASURE ~ t 
10 
STOCK 
\ 
IMPRESSION 
CYLINDER 
PRINTING 
CYLINDER 
/ 
94-96. Identify, and give a good example of 
the kind of publications usually produced by 
this printing process. 
PRINTED SHEET 
97-98. What does the printer usually call these type 
characters? fJl ffi 
ft Jl ff 
99-100. What is the typographical term for 
this composition tool? 
11 
@ 
@ 
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM: UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI: COLUMBIA, MISSQU~I 65201 
FINAL EXAMINATION IN TYPOGRA~HY 336: WINTER, 1968-69 
.. 
. ... 
. 
Typography 336 . 
. Course ll:equir?ments · 
POINTS ASSISNllENTS 
MIDTERM 
LABORATORY 
LAYGUT 
QRAPHIC ARTS PROJECT 
® 
LL the questions must be answered in the spaces provided in this 
booklet. The method of numbering indicates the point value of the 
questions. The accuracy level required in the copyfitting problems, 
or when measuring or scaling copy, will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short answers are preferable, since quality responses, 
not the amount of copy, are the basis of evaluation. PRINT your last 
name, student and section number, on the front of the examination. 
l-lO. There is some evidence to support the contention that a typeface conveys connotative 
meaning to the reader, to the extent that type selection to some degree should be based on 
the nature of the product. Match these three product groups (below right) with the listed 
typeface which you feel would be the most effective for use in a print media advertisement. 
CD Hammer Uncial 
@ Garamond Oldstyle 
@ Lydian Cursive 
@ Grayda Script 
® Badoni Ultra Bold 
® Gold Rush 
(j) Heritage 
®Bernhard Gothic Medium 
@Jim Crow 
®> Kaufmann Bold 
THE GRAPHICS Of JOURNALISM 
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
TYPE 
SIZE 
POINTS 
ll-20. The graphics of journalism plastic ruler; both sides are shown here. Examine 
the various scales, and list ten graphic arts and typography uses for this ruler. 
I Bodoni Bold 15 Monotype No. 275 and 975 
I Point Size Scale Scale 
6 abcdt>fghijklm nopqrstu vwxyz.,-~: !?" & 8123
456 7890abcd 36 abcdefghijJ..· lmnopqr.ruuUJxys. 36 
ABCDEFCHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABCDEFGHIJL 25 ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRST 25 
I 1 ahcdefi:hijklmnopqrsluvwxyz.,-;:!?& $1234567890 ! 33 abcdPfghijklmnopqrsluvu>? 32 ABCDEFGll.U.K.illNOPQRSTUVWX YZABCDEFG 22 ABCDEFGHJJKLMNOPQ ! 22 
I 8 
abcclefghijklmnopqrstnvwxyz.,-;:!'?& $123·1-56 30 abcdef ghijklmnopqrstu. 29 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABC 20 ABCDEFGllIJKLMNO? 20 
9 abcdefghi jklm
nopqrstu vwxyz.,-;: '!? & 81234 28 abcdef gh ijklmnopqrs! 27 
I ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZA 
19 ABCDEFGHIJKLMS! 19 
10 abcdefghijklmnopqrstu
vwxyz,.;· '!? & $1 25 abcdef ghijklmnopqr 25 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX! 17 ABCDEFGHIJKLM? 17 
I 11 ahcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz.,-;:!?a 23 abcdefghijklmnop 22 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV? 15 ABCDEFGHIJKL! 15 
I 12 ahcdefghi j klmnopqrs tu vwxyz.,-;: !? 22 abcdef ghijklmno. 21 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU ., 15 ABCDEFGHIJKL 15 
I alicdetgliijklmnopqrstuvw-xyz; I-8-14 -a·b-cdef ghifkhn-n_]_§_ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP-QR.S,_ 12_ ABCDEFGHIJ? 12 
I 16 NOT AVAILABLE NOT AVAILABLE 
I ahcdefghijklmnopqrstu 14 abcdefghijkl 14 
18 
I ABCDEFGHUKLMNO! 9 A
BCDEFGH 9 
PICAS 
18 
------- - - - -
0 
21-30. A page and one of the scales from the Haberule Visual Copy-Caster are 
shown on the facing page; use them in the following copyfitting problem. 
HOW MANY CHARACTERS of 14-pofat Monotype Badoni Bold will fit into a 25x42 
pica space if the type is set solid? 
31-35. From a contemporary point of 
view, read the copy within the box and 
check whether it is true or false. 
D TRUE 
D FALSE 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE 
HAND COMPOSITION ... Despite the plethora of me -
chanical devices for composition of our alphabet the 
oft challenged method of Gutenberg still holds sway 
and remains robust midst the inroads of numerous 
would-be substitutes. The sheer volume of different 
faces and sizes available makes the preeminent place 
of hand set type unassailable when both quality and 
price are a consideration. 
e 
® 
® 
TECHNIQUES 
OF MAGAZINE 
AND 
BOOK DESIGN 
copytextcopyte: 
textcopytextco1 
copytextcopyte: 
textcopytextco1 
copytextcopyte: 
textcopytextco1 
copytextcopyte: 
textcopytextco1 
copytextcopy t 
textcopy textcc 
copy textcopyt 
text copytextcc 
copytext copyt 
textcopytext cc 
copy textcopyt 
textcopy textc< 
36-45. On the basis of magazine layout techniques as emphasized in Typography 336, 
provide a general critique of the above double-spread. 
e 
46-55. Assume these to be three illustrations, each numbered in the upper-left 
corner. As a general rule, (a) which would be the most effective shape for a 
two-page magazine presentation? (b) Which of the three probably wou,,ld be the 
most difficult to integrate into a multi-element double-spread? 
56-6l. (a) What is 'breaker' copy? (b) How is it used and why is it used in 
print design? 
62-70. (a) Identify and briefly describe the Chandler & Price Pilot press. (b) And 
of what significance is this press to the course Typography 336? 
0 
® 
® 
7l-85. The search for a 'Pattern' of elements is one of the most difficult aspects of 
magazine layout, and involves some trial-and-error experimentation. In this question: 
use only the six elements and the format outline shown here to arrive at a dynamic 
pattern. The illustrations are numbered in the upper-left corners. Use light pencil 
lines (that may be erased) and experiment with various positions within the format. 
The size and shape of the elements cannot be changed. Accordingly, you must work 
to the full scale as shown here. On the final design, draw-in rectangles to represent 
both copy blocks and illustrations, and key illustrations with numbers and label the 
copy blocks. CAUTION: DO NOT use ink as neatness and execution are vital in the 
evaluation of the final arrangement of elements. 
text copytextcopytextcopy 
copytext copytextcopytext 
textcopy textcopytextcopy 
copy textcopytextcopytext 
textcopy textcopytextcopy 
copytext coputextcopytext 
text copytextcopytextcopy 
copy textcopytextcopytext 
textcopy textcopytextcopy 
copytextcopytext copytext 
text copytextcopytextcopy 
copytext copytextcopytext 
textcopyfextcopytext copy 
copy textcopytextcopytext 
text copytextcopytextcopy 
copytextcopytext copytext 
text copytextcopytextcopy 
copytext copytextcopytext 
textcopytextcopytext copy 
copy textcopytextcopytext 
text copytextcopytextcopy 
copytextcopy textcopytext 
textcopy textcopytextcopy 
THE STORY TITLE FOR THE EXERCISE 
This is a combined cutline 
this is a combined cutline 
cutline this is a combined 
a combined cutline this is 
this is a combined cutline 
THE KABUL TIMES
_
: 
/_ ,.~~9A 
' -
-
' \ 
"'" ~ . ... -··- " - ·-. - ••. OF "••"H """''' 
''" " "'' "
" 
M" . try To <:any I FLOSY ACCUSE
S ~V~R Confiden« Vok 
JOHNSON c~~~SFOR ~:::·::::.~ ,,_~:~~~~c~~
-&?,~ ~::,';:;': .; 
86 -lOO. One of the le
sser known elite
 news-@ 
Paper s of the world
 is 'The Kabul T
imes, ' 
an English langu
age tabloid Publi
shed daily 
in A fghanistan. In a s
ix-column format, th
e 
body copy of this ne
wspaper is set o
n a 12-
Pica measure in
 10-Point Scotch 
Roman and 
leaded two Point
s. 
PART A: If the dept
h of the columns is 1
8 
inches, how man
y ems of the type are
 con-
tained on one Pa
ge? (In this copyfittin
g Pro-
blem, assume no
 headlines, Out a
 Page of 
all body type,) 
PART B: COST 
OF COMPOSITIO
N (Raise 
Your hand to obt
ain a catalog from o
ne of 
the assistants; 
hold up the catal
og when 
You have finished wi
th it.) 
How much would
 it cost to set on
e Page of 
'The Kabul Time
s ' ? (Get l,000 em P
rice 
for ORDINARY Stra
ight matter slug
 com-
Position, Proofread a
nd made up,) 
@ ANSWER HERE 
r---------------
.., 
@ ANSWER HERE 
l0l-l24. Give the family name for each of these twelve typefaces. 
abbcdeff gghijklllmnappqqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHllJKLMNDIBSTUUVVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIKLMPQRT 
ABCDEFGHllJKLMNOPQRITUYWX 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHJKLMNOPQR 
akde/rp)ujlilmuapq1td,iulLUlqj4 !J(] :htVJ{j di"_£() JW 
a be def ghijkl mnopqrsu uvwxyzABCD EFG H IJ KLM N 0 PR 
a be def ghijklmnopprstu vwxyzABCDG HIMNQRST 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHKMNPRT 
a6cdef ghijklmnopqrstuvwxyABCDS'JQH9~K.CMN OPQRSoUVX 
abcdefghejklmnopqrsluvwxyzABGDEGGHIIJKLMO 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHJIKLNR 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCH Q RST 
l25-l30. What is the complete, official name of the University print shop visited 
this semester by students in Typography 336? 
8 
Z3l-l40. This late l7th century woodcut depicts the most significant achievement in the@ 
mechanical and historical development of typography-the perfection of movable type. 
The man shown second from the left is Johann Gutenberg of Mainz, Germany. (a) What 
is the name and dates usually given to the period of typographical development as it is 
shown in the woodcut? (b) Examine the woodcut carefully, and give a brief mechanical 
description of the scene. (c) Of what significance is Gutenberg in respect to this period 
in the history of typography ? 
@l4l-l55. As a typographical designer, you have been commissioned to create a letter-
head for a commercial organization. The type and nature of the organization are the 
prerogatives of the student designer. At your disposal are all the types shown on the 
facing page, all of which are available in sizes from 8-point through 36-point, in both 
capitals and lowercase. 
(A) Utilize the format outline below to indicate where the type will be positioned on 
the sheet. Be neat; represent the type by weighted lines or letter it in. 
(B) Provide complete type specifications for the typefaces used in the design. Place 
these specs in the vicinity of the format. 
(C) Give a brief account of the major factors underlying your final design; and com-
ment as to why you think it will be an effective print presentation. 
HINTS: Use light pencil and experiment with various designs and positions before you 
make a final decision. Neatness and degree of detail and accuracy are vital to a fair 
and academic evaluation of this question. 
Modern Condensed Gothic 
Mono 140, 8 10 12 14 18 24 30 36 
42 on 3 6 48 60 72 84 on 72 
See Gothic No. 590, 8 10 12 15 line 
DE DB DID 
Mono 363, 36 full 
News Gothic 
See chart on page 8 
Optima 
German lino, 6/ 7 7/ 8 8/ 9 9/ 10 10/ 11 
Equal hand set sizes SS SL 10 12S 
Optima 
Stempel, Proofs Only, 
12L 14 18 24S 24L 30 36 48 
Linofilm, A B & C sizes 
Optima Italic 
German lino, 6/ 7 7/ 8 8/ 9 9/ 10 10/11 
Equal hand set sizes SS SL 10 12S 
Optima Italic 
Stempel , Proofs Only, 
12L 14 18 24S 24L 30 36 48 
Linofilm, A B & C sizes 
Optima Semi-Bold 
German Lino, 6/ 7 7/ 8 8/ 9 9/ 10 10/11 
Equal hand set sizes SS SL 10 12S 
Optima Semi-8 
Stempel, Proofs Only, 
Phenix 
12L 14 18 24S 24L 30 36 48 
Linofilm, A B & C sizes 
ATF 651, 24 30 36 48 60 72 
See Tourist Extra ~~ni.0 M3o6n~Jl9~~,72 
PLATE GOTHIC 
lino, Lud, Mono, linofilm 
See Gothic, Copperplate 
Radiant Bold 
Filmotype, 381/2% of 72 
Radiant Bold Extra Condensed 
AKMNW 
Lud 43BEC, 18 24 30 36 48 
Radiant Bold Extra Cond. Tourist 
nKmnm 
Lud 43BECV, 18 24 30 36 48 
Record Gothic 
See Gothic chart page 8 
Sans Serif Bold 
AEFJKMNRSWY aegijkstu 
Mono 330, 
6 8 10 12 14L 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
Sans Serif Bole/ Italic: 
Mono 3301, 48 60 72 
Specimen is a reduction 
£udiaJt eursive 
Filmotype, 22% of 72 
Amsterdam, Proofs only 24 36 60 
u\AuMay c~JfiQQ 
ATF 711, Fonts 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
Comp 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
u\A.uMay CJJiQQ cgoQd 
ATF 713, Fonts 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
Comp 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
g:> a 7-k c:lf-uenue 
ATF 577, Fonts 12 14 18 24 30 36 
Comp 24 30 36 
See Belair Mono S417, 12 14 18 
Mono Sl0,002, 18 24 30 36 
P~1nedium 
Mono SI0,003, 14 18 24 30 36 
1Calei9h eunive 
ATF 531, Fonts 12 14 18 24 
~epotttelt 
J. Wagner, Proofs Only 36 
'Rt/w Sw.pt 
ATF 705, Fonts 18 24 30 36 48 60 
Comp 18 24 30 36 48 60 
lRoman't 
ATF 5850, Comp 12 14 18 24 36 48 60 
~ondo ':Bold 
Amsterdam, Proofs Only, 12 18 24L 30 36 48 
~a/[/~ 
ATF 304, Fonts 12 18 24 s.,,., BW Berthold 
See Punch Mono 10,002, 18 24 30 36 
Sig.nt:J, 1ff,uJium Berthold 
See Punch Med. Mono 10,003, 14 18 24 30 36 
Sty/eJcript 
Mono 425 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
S~/1oU 
Mono 217, 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
See Kaufmann Bold ATF 657, 
Fonts 10 12 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 
$~_fde 
ATF 652, Comp 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
Fonts, See Kaufmann Script 
Mono Sl0,001, 36 
Bodoni Bold Italic 
Lino 6 8 10 12 14 
Bodoni Bold Italic 
Mono 2751, Not in case 6 8 10 12 
In case 14 18 24 30 36 
Bodoni Book 
ATF 27, Fonts 6 8 10 12 14 18 24 
Bodoni Book Lino 8 10 12 
Bodoni Book 
Fotosetter 12177, all sizes, specimen is 12 pt. 
Badoni Book Italic Lino81012 
BODON! BOOK SMALL CAPS 
Lino 8 10 12 
Bodoni Italic 
ATF 23, Fonts 6 8 10 12 14 18 24 30 
Badoni Italic Lino 10 14 
Bodoni Italic 
Mono 1751, 6 8 10 12 14 18 24 30 36 
Bodoni Light Lino 8 10 12 
Badoni Light Italic Lino 8 10 12 
BODON! LIGHT SMALL CAPS 
Lino 8 10 12 
Bodoni Modern 
lntertype 8 10 12 14 
Bodoni, Poster 
Lino 10 12 14 
Bodoni Poster, Ital. 
Lino 10 12 14 
BODON! SMALL CAPS 
Lino 10 
BODONI SMALL CAPS 
Mono 175B, 6 8 10 12 
Bodoni, Ultra 
ATF 518, Fonts 6 8 10 12 14 18 24 30 36 
Comp 6 8 
Bodoni, Ultra 
lntertype 8 10 12 14 
Bodoni, Ultra 
Lino 10 12 14 
Bodoni, Ultra Mono 675, 
10 12 14 18 24 30 36 48 60 72 
Bodoni, Extra Cond. Ultra 
ATF 573, Fonts 14 18 24 30 36 48 
® 
lS6-l6l. Indicate on the appropriate reverse above: (a) the letter most characteristic 
of the Incunabula period of typographical development; (b) the letter associated with 
the American type designer, Frederick w. Goudy; (c) a letterform innovation of the 
'Victorian' typographers. 
l62-l66. In the graphic arts project, one of the mechanical instructions was that the 
measure of the job must be set on either ZS, 20, 2S, 30, 40, or SO picas. WHY? 
l67-l72. In most typographical planning situations, there exists a technique for 
determining the character per pica of the typeface. In each of the following three 
circumstances, if the items listed are available, explain how yau wauld determine 
CPP: (a) a large sample of type en masse; (b) the Haberule Visual Copy-Caster; 
(c) a lowercase alphabet from a thraugh z. 
l73-l75. What is the name of the part 
of a typeface which connects the stem 
and the serif (at the arrow in diagram). 
@ 
@ 
'Composition In Red And Black' (reduced), painted by Piet Mondrian in 1936. 
176-180. The work of the Dutch artist Piet Mondrian (see drawing above) has been 
of such influence upon magazine design and layout that a particular style of layout 
has come to be known as 'Mondrian.' Give a general descriptive account of the so-
called 'Mondrian' style as it applies to the two-page magazine presentation. 
A FrlNAL EXAMINATION IN TYPOGRAPHY 336-A COURSE IN 
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® 
All the questions must be answered in the spaces provided in this booklet. The method of 
numbering indicates the point value of the questions. The level of accuracy required in the 
copyfitting problems, or when measuring or scaling copy, will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short answers are preferable, since quality responses, not the amount of copy, 
are the basis of evaluation. PRINT your last name, student and section number, on the front 
of the examination. 
1-5. At the five numbered arrows below, identify that part or position of the typeface. 
·······-·····--------- - ----- ---------------------
---ASCENDER LINE 
- - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - · - - - - - - - ·-CAP LINE 
~Ascender 
MEAN LINE 
Bracketed 
· senfs · ··· ~ -
___ ,_ ____ t.BASE LINE 
- · - -- - -- - -· - - · - - - -- - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - D ESt E.N DER LINE 
• - • - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - ·Jl\.L 
•• - - - - · • - • - • - - • - - - - - - - - - C. L. 
- - - - · M .L . 
6-12. Assume that these three overlapping circles represent solid printing impressions of the 
three primary process (pigment) colors. Give the resulting seven colors by writing the correct 
color name in the appropriate place within the circles. 
13-15. In the three spaces lettered A, 8, and C below the diagrams-identify in name only these three 
standard commercial folds. 
0 -..........,_. _ 0 
-----....-.--
e 
@ 
® 16-21. A few of the various activities of a printing office of the Incunabula period are depicted in this woodcut illustration. (A) Give the approximate dates of the Incunabula period. (B) Examine the illustration, and briefly describe a few of the activities that are shown. Include some detail as to how the activities are performed; HINT: number the craftsmen for purposes of discussion; for example, man number 1 is doing such and such, etc. 
e 
22-26. Differentiate between and briefly explain these two methods of binding. And (2), as the 
number of pages increase-which method is the more feasible? 
f 
• ,:'L 
27-28. A contemporary fashion in typography is illustrated in the 
copy shown at the right. What is this typographical fashion? ~e 
Private 
'VVorld pf 
~underbird Jor 
1965 
87 
@ 
29-37. The historical development of type is depicted in these six lowercase letters. Provide the following 
information in the spaces below each letter: (11 The century with which the letter is historically associated; 
(2) the general classification of the types of the period; and (3) the name of a typeface that is a good example 
of the general classification. 
0 
(l) _____ _ (l) _____ _ (1.) 
~~-~--~--(2) _____ _ (2) _____ _ ( 2) _____ _ 
(3) _____ _ (3) 
~~~-~~~~-
(3) _____ _ 
(1) _____ _ (1) _____ _ (l) _____ _ 
(2) _____ _ (2) 
--~-~~~~-
(2) 
~~~--~~--(3) _____ _ ( 3) _____ _ ( 3) _____ _ 
38-46. Critique this advertisement on the basis of layout and the principles of design. From the standpoint of 
proportion, explain whether or not the overall size of the ad is a 'golden' oblong. And (1) identify the typeface 
in the headline, and (2) the type used in the two copy blocks. 
The only thing 
square about Aruba 
is its nickel. 
Less than an hour from San Juan by jet is a charming Dutch 
island called Aruba. The nickels are square, the trees bend 
over backward, the free port beckons, and the Aruba Carib· 
bean Hotel-Casino invites you to relax. The rooms? Giant 
size (with private balconies). The food? Excellent. And the 
entertainment? Tip-top. See your Travel Agent or, in New 
York, call JU 2-3780. Write Executive House Inc., 630 Fifth 
Ave., New York, New York 10020. If you don't have a swing-
ing time, we'll give you your square nickel back. 
Trees are uniquely versatile. Allocating them to their most 
useful purposes is highly complex. And Boise Cascadians 
taken a new approach to it: the computer. It sharpens our 
in allocating logs in the pond, or trees in the forest. 
Aruba Caribbean Hotel-Casino 
Dutch West Indies, N.A. 
8 
~ 47-66. Identify these type samples by family name. Place answer in column block at the end of the specimen. 
~ (One point for each.) 
MISCELLANEOUS NAME 
e brings the story on what 
@ you can trust us with 
ct Better get a new story 
fj) and not see or feel 
4) If any Zippe> lighte 
4) drives this route three 
READER 
0 she's old enough to be told abo 
m are not ashamed 
0 gets under your ski 
" 
men in their machines 
0 
® 
HEADLINE NAME 
43 11n1Hl[JIE 111111EA u11nY llLJl(JIFllE: 11f11Hll11E 
4) just in time for Christmas 
~ A~U Tti~ 13()L() l?U§ti I§() 
m CWincfiamrrier (9ruise 
0 l]ear and avoiding the last 
4» hat you're getting in 
y, ~ ; ~,_·ct• . . . • .. . • . ' . . . . . '· 
. • 4 
>, ";·;·\ : .'.·Y::fA~ llRIF 
· . 
0 The sights and contrast 
~ .... 
4ll What· in Gulf's 1966 • earnings 
0 FUNNY I-tow MANY ITAliANS TRY TO 
0 econom~ and long life 
® 67-68. Utilize the 'cancellation' method to determine how many pietces of paper of size 9x 12 
inches can be cut out of a 500-sheet ream of size 25x38 inches. (Sh'6w the method to get anSVt1er.) 
69-73. In the movie on papermaking, The Great White Trackway,' what was the name of the paper 
company that produced the film? 
14-17. In reference to typography, how may the utmost in type harmony be achieved? 
78-82. On the basis of the 'E-H' headline spacing rule, critique this headline. 
Dorlt.let 
anyone tellY.Ou 
they remember 
the good old days 
of FMradio. 
83-99. In the decade of 1870, there was widespread rumor among hand compositors 
in the United States that in due time a typesetting machine would invariably be in-
vented which would 'put out of work' all but a few of the fastest and most accurate 
compositors. In the midst of a host of machines and contrivances intended to set type, 
Harry M. Mabreys (alias Harry the Two-Hand) of New York City, made the boast that 
he could out-set anything the so-called mechanical wizards could put togetherlsee 
envisioned typesetting machine at right). 
The contemporary philosophy among fast typesetters recognized the speed the new 
machines inevitably would possess. However, Mabreys, and others in his class, contended 
that the machines would not operate for more than a few hours at a time-and thus would 
not possess endurance, a major attribute of the human compositor. 
On March 15, 1879, in the presence of two judges with stop-watches, who were to keep 
time in shifts (there were present a few spectators), an exhibition was arranged in the 
printing office of the 'American Republican'-wherein Mabreys undertook to set 
35,000 ems of solid Minion (7-point) type in twenty-four hours. 
At the completion of twenty-four hours Mabreys had set 192 stickfuls of type on a 
measure of 14 picas (the stick would hold 13 lines of the type). Did Mabreys make 
good the boast to set 35,000 ems in twenty-four hours? PUT THE ANSWER HERE D 
® 100-110. In light of class and lab discussion, concerning the layout of illustrations, briefly discuss 
four aspects of planning a layout containing pictorial matter. 
111-116. Name the border technique illustrated in this reduction of a magazine double-spread? 
THE VA LE PA.E SS 
dtc ~ft Gothic 1pirit ofMorri1 "'" nan1nlly DCIC ro 
._._. todLuputtc.larlonll . Thc1ipi6caoccof1bi11~ 
tb of chc....,,.. '1?' lin i• rhc face 1hn 1hhou1b 1hc 
lrw90Y9Mc 1nics WeTe 1 ua.odardiia1ioo ol the wrincnmi~ 
.Joi iM Middle Aacs. aod cncriri1ll1 Gothic in durac1er, 
Inuring iuc:U ...-.1 o( Gre"t'lr: and llom.111 
INTEi. FOLIA ori1U.. lodw!, ,.,htrf 1hc Taitoaic ck--
J.ENATA lOSA 1ipm dq:mncd mon from the lloma.a 
lltMldard, as 1hey did in d1cirupiul ln-
1cn, 1hey,.,m not 11ocarlyt01UCCetahd u 
whca they adhcrtd ll>OR mict ly r.o dw 
arlM:r fonDS. u they did i.a tlr.c:ir •pt-
riot ' lowttuaa.' Morri•, i.a tpircol bU 
iaien1c:lo.colGot:b ic, F.llyrnlizedthU, 
aod althoarh the Kelm.con boob i.a die 
.... ~I bannin ngnti111 Cauoo 
andWakyli dcWordc, it wiU be lo.Dd 
• a IDOft i1niautc 1cquiznaaa with 
dMm d1.1 t 1bc J..nuiuaDC.C hat coetrib.. 
•ed iii botmaU.,...yto1kir6.W<hat9. 
JatuWilliarnMonia,i111h<t._ona. 
ol Owl~ RKlcrtn, dcrift'd i.e•piruioll 
&o.chc"••urpsanot11tcleo.ai-...u' 
... r-.n, aa4c boob equl to, .... a. 
..-.: UICI licttcr thao, ck ~Moh 
el die GodliCpria1:cn, IO l.idrtta took 
liMpindoe hm tk ..._ IOWU, ... 
dtbcNfhdM~ol rMVali "'-
ena""..,nt r..wc me Gothic klob. 
hc-hu u..in .. *-..Ncc-. to hiaol 
............ "'"" ""'-'--· .,.. .... "'"" ..... -----~......-- ..... --~-­Vak l'rnl, IM Wftllh:, i. Ille Di/_,,,...,.._. If,,,..,,.. .. 
•tnamtliMtW .. thcti..en.H-.f""W-'""'1• 
n....,,.,,.,~.prilMeilforMr. Morrilueut1u 
L 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lllCICETTS O' SHANNON ., . 
1118; thne aiJbt hA'f'e iaitiatcd me u the rime to a bntd 
ud more KTUC n1Sc, aod I am oow puilrd rbu •r 6nt 
imptc.ioa o( Tj, Gli~ "';,,· 18'1 ltbc 6nt l:cllmcon 
boolr: J, WU Clec: of d:i .. ppc>iDi:mmt. o 
ll:ic ntliat ol tbc lliclr:cn1 hoolu 'll"U'e i11tpin:d Mt eoc 
priotcd br the fouda ol the Vale Pren . 'Thq W"Cft and ut 
a naadi.og csamplc ol whu caa he- d:oac throagh the: onJj. 
.,,. COCDl:DCl'Cial ecdi- wbco uatc ia ia COClltGWICI. ne 
ilh11rn.ti0111, co•cr d:aip, cnd.·p.pm. aod gct1C111I fonut 
ol dicx boolr:a were the work of f..Klr:nu; aad rbc typ&' was 
the bnt that muld: be: feud ia llOCDC o/ the mott rnp:xiMbk 
priarin1homa. Tbc6ncaamph:oldihWOl'lr: it to bcfo.iil 
iD T• DW-a -i-oulr piatcd quano map.sine line 
,.wi1hed u the Va.Jc, Ocbcm, ia 1U,: No. i. appeared ia 
Fdir.ty 1.,1; No.) ia October •IJ) : and No . ._ ""'ida haft 
I dM impillt, ' Hacoa a: l..ic:lrctta,' ia 11"; the Mh and ta. 
, .-her •prpmri•a aa ••'7· T• OM""'" i...N -.su 11M 
~ eii~polCharla kic:lr:cm andOarla H. sw-. 
nc 6nc -- CODtaiocd &:II nchill1 ti,- lklr:cm ..... 
lidiopspb iii co-. ao4 ioW, a.cl rweJ." ocher daip .,. 
..... T\c CIOftl' WU deipoil 1'y SUMOll, h.f WU dUcar.W 
Ja~1i .... ,inplt..orWia1cakcn1'ya~dc-­
lip,"" .. wdl .. dn ...... )Joy J.id:tta. Iii lhc 9CICoad -tm 
diic Jann am m11ko IW &.-. appmnoor a aa mpTa" w 
wood, -.c ol tk maay lairwa ol dM """- bciaa .u 
.-o1iai.ri1d lcttas, ~~ ..... ,,.,.... 
...,. ......... n.D;J.,,....._.,....... .. ,..,, 
...v.i.-. .... ..,,,.._._ 
~·r...-ataWialMd,ltowna-,otM-~ 
...,wk..-....._11tt~. o.o1• 
...._., ...... s~_,...,, ... ,...Gn, .............. ., 
PJ!d. Nati.cw. aad,JoU lMIC ia ,.,,, A few ol tk ;.Jtidt 
fll cw.--. - c1c,... ._.,.. ........... 
*-~ty .. .-,ir &-.apiW., die m:n oldie,...· 
_..., i..hdia. &rticr ......... thia, tlM two~ 
I 
117-120. In reference to margins, give some account of the so-called 50 per cent white space rule. 
121-125. What is the name for this kind of typographical character? 
126-135. What kind of border is used in this layout? Name the type family of the headline typeface. 
And is it the family suggested as the most appropriate to use with the border? On the basis of weight 
harmony, what typeface would you select for the copy in this layout? 
ALSO IN PHOTOTYPE 
Accented characters are also available 
in Warwick Phototype. By this method, 
foreign language copy may be com-
posed on the Intertype Fotosetter 
machines in sizes ranging from 4 point 
to 48 point. This is the ideal way of 
obtaining foreign type larger than that 
normally set on the hot metal machines. 
136-144. List four major factors to be considered when a headline is to integrated into a double-
spread magazine layout or other multi-element graphic presentation. 
® 145-149. Indicate which typeface you would NOT select if the type in the size shown is to be 
printed in reverse. Give at least one reason for your selection. 
©Modern Type Design for Visual 
@ Modern Type Design for Visual Commu 
® Modern Type Design for Visual Uommuuicati 
@ Modern Type Design for Vi 
@Modern Type Design for Vi 
® Modern Type Design for Vis 
® Modern Type Design I 
150-159. Give some account of the problems involved in planning text copy for an advertisement 
or magazine double-spread. 
160-164. What would you recommend as the most economical and generally the most effective 
way of achieving emphasis of a single word, or of a few words. 
165-170. Utilize this format (below) to demonstrate graphically how to locate the optical center. 
And (2) what is the importance of the optical center when planning a layout or advertisement? 
171-174. On the basis of proportion, is the above format a 'regular' oblong? 
175-180. In magazine layout and design, what are some of the problems generated by cutlines? 
--.. FLIP OVER TO BACK COVER FOR BONUS QUESTION . IN HISTORY 
® 
® /8/-/90 (AJ Give an account-i
ncluding date
s, names
 of 
persons and p
laces-of the hist
orical Period 
of tYPography 
represented b
y these two p
ublications. 
(BJ Inasmuch as
 
they are show
n, include als
o the names o
f the editors anc1
 
a concise me
chanical anc1 
editorial desc
ription of the tw
o 
Publications. 
FINAL EXAMINATION IN TYPOGRAPHY 336-A COURSE IN 
----READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING THE EXAMINATION----
All. the questions must. he an.s:wered in the spaces provided 
:ln. tll.s booklet. The method of numbering indicates the point 
val..ae ef the qu.esti.ons. The level of accuracy required in the 
copyfitting problems:, and when m.easuri.ng and scaling, will be 
noted :tn the appropriate qu.esti.ons. Short answers preferable 
since quality responses, not the amount of copy, are the basis 
of evaluation. CHECK: Is your name on the front of examination? 
1-12. All of these graphic symbols are related either to typograph;y" or to 
journalism. Identify briefly a:ny SIX of these nan...verbal images of commmu-
nication. 
@ 
@ 
© 
@ 
®• 
(f) • 
0 
13-20 .. D:ii..scuss in SOI!lle detail. this publication.,. as well as the period in 
the histor.Lcal. devel0pm..ent of typography with whi.eh i. t is associated. (The 
title page shown. is greatly reduced.) 
21-25. Ident:i..fy and ~efiy explain tllis method o:f duplicating. It belongs 
to which of the bas:i.c processes of reprodu.ction? 
INK 
CSMOOTMID 
IY a1tuSH) 
1'.. IMPRESSION ROLL 
0 
31-36 .. (a)What woul.d J!OU sey are the two majc:>r t;ypographica1 e:-riti.c:ii.sms o:r 
thi..s l.ayoat? And (b) name and describe the basic. advertising format that is 
iitilized heJre .. 
you are cordially invited 
TO THE 
AT OUR NEW PLANT, 
35th and Capitol Drive 
in Springfield Heights 
JANUARY 22 4:30 - 7:00 P.M. 
37-42 .. Accord:iing to . ~ an Tschichold :ln his bocik, A~etric TyJ?ograpq, 
tl:ere are onl.y.t:vo ~nds ?f typographi.e:al. l.eyr<llrt. Name them, and explain 
the one exentplii'ied l.ll th:Ls title page. 
~e (f:llplJQbtt 
AND ELEMENTS OF LETTERING 
REVISED AND ENLARGED 
W ITH MANY FULL-PAGE PLATES AND OTHE R 
ILLUSTRATIONS DRAW N Ill: A RRANGED 
BY T HE AUTHOR 
FREDERIC W. GOUDY 
l. H. o., urr.o. 
BERKELEY AND lUS ANGELES 
UN IVE RSITY OF CALI FORNIA PRESS 
1951 
43-.50. The se1e,ctiCDn <r>f paper stock, and form.at size, makes proport:ton. a 
most illportant prlncip:t.e in mag_az.1.De J.ayowt and design. On this basis, 
~dent.1.fy and descr~be this obl<D,ng, and wrl.te in the name of the sections 
created if sheet is folded along the dotted l.i.nes. 
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51-60. Many type :races can be identified by the characteristics on. a few , 
or e~e:n. a s::tngle character .. Identify a:a:f 'I.'EN o:r these by checking the cor-
rect square under the example. 
1fgh 2~ ,Daill .s 
a O garamond bold a O typo script 
b 0 goudy bold b O commercial script 
c o caslon bold c O royal script 
d O century bold d O bank script 
I .b 7 OOUJJJ 
a 0 Cheltenham bold a O marble heart 
b O cooper black b O orplid 
c O clarendon bold c O round shade 
d O egizio bold d O forum no. I 
j,,o .. a 
a O ·homewood 
b O lexington 
c O sapphire 
d O ornata 
·a ·o ·1horowgood 
b O normande 
c O ultra bodoni 
d O metropolis bold 
a 0 graphique 
b O gothic outline no. 61 
c O forum no. I 
d O outline gothic 
condensed 
.P 
a 0 garamond open 
b O de vinne outline 
C O hadriano stone cut 
d O eoudy handtooled 
13R 
a O ·graphic bold 
b O engravers bold 
c O lucian bold 
d 0 cud mercantile 
j,.R 17a,b1 1811 
a O dombold a O latin wide 
a 0 palatino italic 
b O garamond italic 
C O melior italic 
d O weiss italic 
:w 
a O murray hill 
b O liberty 
C O bernhard tango 
d O stradivarius 
.. for 
a 0 grayda 
b O lydian cursive 
CO rondo 
d O coronet bold 
19ST 
a O eurQ.Stile bold 
extended 
b 0 hellenic wide 
C 0 micro5ramma bold 
exten ed 
d O venus extra bold 
extended 
.. d I 
a O city medium 
b O advertising rrotesk 
C O tempo heavy 
d 0 Id lib 
.. c I 
a 0 franklin gothic 
extra cond. 
b O grotesque no. 9 
C O futura bold cond. 
d O alt. gothic no. 2 
.. Al 
b O flash bold b O cheltenham bold extended 
c O mistral c O egyptian bold extended 
a O tea chest 
b O stencil 
ao trylon 
b O p.t. barnum 
a O lightline gothic 
b O lutur1 light 
C O news 1othic 
d O st111dard ll&ht 
C O fulura black CO old towne 
d O wtoon bold d O limes bold d O peignot bold do hldal10 
abcdefGhi 
iKlmnopqr 
stuvwx42 
62-6.5. Give som.e account o:r this 
type :face. 
G 
6.6-?0. In typography there is a precept, fi.rst <tiscovered by Sandberg, 
known as the "I nne:r Principl.e •" Briefly explain this principle , and use 
it to determine the word p.ri.n.ted within the rectangle. 
71-78,. One of' the d:i c.t..ates wbi .ch has evolved dur.i.Dg the development of 
printing and t.ypograp~ is that o:r "Form Before Meamng.11 Discuss in some 
detail. this dictate, and use the appropriate t:Ltle page below to illus-
trate major pC>i.n.t.s. 
A 
DECREE 
OF 
Srarre-Cham ber, 
CONCERNING 
p R I N T 1 N G, 
8vf ade tbe eleue nth Jay o.f fufy 
lafl pajl. I 6 3 7• 
( Imprinicd at london by 'l{ohm 1Jarlter, 
Primer to chc Kings moll Excdlmc 
MJieflie : And by 1hc Affignes 
of lo/Jn Bill. x 6 3 7. 
e 
The 
DICTIO, 
NA~ 
RY 
oi Cyr Thonw Elior 
•nyshr. 
§ 
Londiniinzdil.ul Thoma 
S.nhc~cti ilnpn«. Cum · M 
im . 
folum. 
79-84.. D:tscu.ss and c0llll21en.t on the 
development of these two di.f'ferent. 
forms of the sane lQwercase 1etters. 
8.5-90. The eff:ect:Liie cliYiai.on aDd organization of space i.s basic: to posi-
tiold..ng pr:i.D.t.:Lng surfaces in a:_,'par-t:Lcul_ar format. Of the three page d1 vision 
aethods listed, in.di.c:ate which one, and use i.t to d:ivi..de the format shown 
1..nto a m1nber of di.vi.si.ona. 
© Loomis method 
@ Reciprocal.. teehni.qll'e 
@ Lund raethed 
91-97'. Iden:td.f;r by family onl.y, a:rq SEVEN o.f these type faces. Place answer 
in the appropriate space to the left of the exampie. 
Typography is an art 
Typography is an art 
·-------
Typography is an art 
---------
Typography is an art 
Typography is an art 
Typography is an art 
Typography is an art 
Typography is an art 
Typography is an art 
Typography is an art 
Typography is an art 
Typography is an a.rt 
Typography is an art 
98-:LOO. On. t-he easel at the front o.r the room are three v.l.st.tal aids o-r 
type fa~es. Each visual. a:i.d has a DWllber. By FAMILY only:, identify these 
three 1cy'pe faces. 
ll9SllllE , ... 
~@)@~ 
OY#lfltflff 
~~~ 
t\AGlfl 
&Jo~ES 
GHOST 
:B'C'STLES 
~)]JJ!f!fl:~ 
alnnwer 
&5©~@ 
.., 
~~.m 
101-l.05. Critiq~e, discuss, eva1uate 
the typograp~ shown i.n this example .. 
l.06-110. Su.pp-ose you are a typographer !or the Acme Printing Company, and 
a bu.si.nessman. asks you to des:ign a l.etterhead. Of all the i.nf'ormation that 
ma:y be needed, what do ;y-ou think is the first question y:ou should ask in 
order to do this job? 
lll-120. On_ the bas:iis of harmony of el.em.en.ts (in this case type and border) 
which of these three l.ayou.ts do you consider as well designed? 
ABCD 
E FGH 
IJKLM 
NOPQ 
RSTU 
VWXY 
QRS 
TUV 
WXY 
Z& 
ABC 
121-l..25. This exampl.e of the IDlallY w~ a i.n which a :r-our-1etter word can be 
set illustrates what basic concept of readab:tl.ity1 
epyt pyte ypet tepy 
epty pyet ypte tpey 
eypt peyt ye pt tyep 
eytp pety yetp teyp 
etpy ptey ytep tpye 
etyp pt ye ytpe type 
126-130 .. This exam.pl.a ilJ.u;strates what basic concept of readability'? 
131-135. What. is the te:rnl used in l.ab fo.r this type of photo laJ"oU:.t? 
136-141. ( a)Namie and disc.wss the two periods. iri. the historical. devel.opment 
or typography nth whi.cb "these two type exam.ples are associated .. And (b) 
name a prominent pr.1.niter o,f each peri.o.d. 
End 
Head 
1.42-1.46. Use this illustration of 
a com;pos:i.ng stick, and make a list 
of the first four or five steps in 
setting type by hand. Be specific .. 
Al.so, steps must be in the correct 
sequence. 
147 ... i.53. In the state o.f Missouri. the ce>s1t af a "Sq~e" of c.om:pos:Lti.on 
is one dollar. How 111.ll.ch woul.d it cost to have a pu.bl.:lc notice of 5,600 
characters printed only one ti.me :t.n the CoJumbi a Missourian if set sol.id 
in 8-point Corona, CPP 2 .. 80, on a l.3 p:Lca measure'? 
PUT ANSWER IN THIS BLOCK 
> > 
154-158. Four najor dimensi..ons ma:r be u.sed t o achieve contrast in graphic 
arts layoat. Name the dim.en..si.ons exemplified in these three exam.ples. 
PAPER& PAPER & 
PRINT PRINT 
APER 
& PRINT 
159-161. Explain briefly the use of this tool in copyfitting. 
n 
u 
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@])-------------------------------------------------. 162-16G. An IntertY!le compos:iLtor sets 500 slugs of 6-poin.t Corona on a 6 
paint body. How many ezms has he set if the measure is 1.5 picas? 
PUT ANSWER IN THIS BLOCK 
~
167-176. A ten-page booklet w:Lth. a type page size of 36X48 has been set 
in 1.0-pG>int Cas.lon oldstyl.e, CPP 2.50, and l.eaded two points. If this 
bookl.et is res!3t t.n 8--point Bodo.Di Boek, CPP 3.0, and leaded one point, 
how many pages will be required 1.f set on a 20-pic.a measure with a page 
depth of 36 picas? Give answer to nearest ten.th of a page. 
PUT ANSWER w THI~I -____ __, 
. @) 177-180 To a certain extent, the devel.o:pment of the type ease has coincided 
with the evolu..tion of the Roman alphabet used to set the English language 
into type.. Criti.que, evaluate, and otherwise comment on this type case. 
II II II 
= 
= 
= 
I 
.........................................................•...........•...........•..................................• 
. . 
. 
. 
181-190. BONUS QUESTION FOR ANYONE WHO CAN USE THE COPYFITTER SLIDE RULE. 
Flip over to the back cover: use the diagram shown, and briefly explain how THE COPYFITTER 
is used in copyfitting. Refer to the scales as they are setup in the diagram. 
• 
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TYPOGRAPHY' 336 
EXAMINATION 
THE BASIC COURSE IN THE GRAPHIC ARTS AT THE 
All the questions must be answered in the spaces provided in this booklet. The method of 
numbering indicates the point value of the questions. The level of accuracy required in the 
copyfitting problems, or when measuring or scaling copy, will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short answers are preferable, since quality responses, not the amount of copy, 
are the basis of evaluation. PR I NT your last name, student and section number, on the front 
of the examination. 
1-6. Select one of the items from this table of advertising graphics, check your selection in 
the assigned column, and fully identify the item. 
TABLE OF ADVERTISING GRAPHICS 
No. ITEM Assigned 
D Mortise 
~ Overprint 
11 Reverse 
D Graphic Symbols 
Iii Dropout 
m EXPRESSIVE TYPOGRAPHY 
6 ALLUSIVE TYPOGRAPHY 
(3' I Your Choice 
m Surprint 
ml Screen Tint, 
7-1 O. Measure any one of these typographical samples and give the correct type size. 
Type Type Type Type 
2 
11-18. In this table of illustrations, fill-in the correct final size for original number 1, and 
the correct SOR for original number 3. 
TABLE OF ILLUSTRATION DATA 
Lab Section Original Original Size SOR Final Size Number 
~ 0 4 'ti/ 11q 
6 
....... 0 s;- x /'1- 11 "'1J.D''"' 
19-24. There are a few special typographical problems involved when printing 
reverses. Discuss these problems; mention how to avoid them. (If possible, use 
the example shown here in the discussion.) 
25-33. Identify by family name only, 
any three of these typefaces. e ~~W M~XIC() 
e ~~MAn~;;;u~s 
e 111\tAJI[)) JllAN CJIE 
o THE FLORADORA 
e Latest Promotional Ideas 
A lltt~m.~~~lb ~~ ~·n~~ 'l\Mlt99 
w !"'~":l~iS~:ro ~et' ~ ~~5 ··~rse ~ 
9 INSURANCE COMPANY 
G) Paintings of Famous Presidents 
fl 'vll~llll ~IE\~ )v~D 
fl WIEQUl QIELLLLlE 
o Barnum's Show 
fD lq\t~I~ 'rHI~ l~l~lt llAI~ 
34-40. Using only this type sample, identify and explain an expedient and workable technique for deter-
mining the character per pica count (CPP) of the typeface, other than searching for it in a typefounder's 
catalogue .. 
ahcdef ghijkhnn opqrstu 
4 
41-50. The title page shown here was printed during one of the most significant periods in the historical 
development of typography. Discuss this period in some detail, and if possible, use the design and typo-
graphy of the title page in your discussion. Give any dates you may recall, and mention at least one well-
known printer associated with the period. 
51-57. A manuscript of 9,000 characters is to be set into 10-point Caslon Oldstyle, which 
has a character per pica count of 3.0. How much will it cost to set this manuscript in ten 
point type if the cost of 1,000 ems is $5? 
PUT THE FINAL ANSWER HERE 
5 
58-63. In the numbered blank spaces, give the correct name of any three of the oblongs. 
0 (2:3 ratio) , length. is 50% more than width 
E) (1 :1.62 ratio) , the most beautiful proportions 
/ 
, the most practical proportions I 
/ 
~ (1 :1.414 ratio) 
,, 
I I 
, from corner to corner twice the width I I 
I / 
I / / I I I I I I I I 
I / 
e 1:1.732 ratio) 
.. I / 
I / 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
'1 /; 
I/ 
I; 
1; 
'1 
I; 
I/ !/ 
64-67. From these 'clue' letters printed in reverse, give the 
family name for the typeface. 
6 
68-72. A recent market survey indicates that a small town in northwest 
Missouri can support a weekly newspaper. Assuming a circulation of 3,500 
in the beginning, give an account of how you would start a weekly in this town. 
What printing process would you select, and why? Mention the basic items of 
equipment that would be required and any special problems that might be en-
countered under these circumstances. 
73-81. On the basis of typographical contrast, which one of these three examples probably would be the 
most effective mixture of types? Give the reason for your selection. 
Typography as an Art 
m t1te '~ wa6 t1te WORD 
Typography as an Art 
7 
82-91. On the basis of magazine layout 
and design (not content), give an overall 
critique of this two-page spread from the 
February 1969 issue of PACE magazine. 
3B 
S y A i i<.t<H!"H THE M·IS-SOUR _____ IAN. ·c.is-1· .• ::·i 
P1~c to s t''i ·. 
Staifan v:en ntJ(:! q 
will they revolutionize the press? I 
t r,·'. :,.!.:.) P'<' '<'-f'; '"? ,v! ~< d '' h;·1p;·»-nin(1 
~~l<.<rh'!'';,\':, dl U <t~ U ~! <'.· ,,~· ·-,:!v 0 1 i\i ;~; ~:.uu~~ 
;.~1 ~:.l cnfrt.., ; s•a:, ! ~C di~~c;;-,t 1\s ('l '',v:-n >(h 1i! S· 
'':" l~i ' as .... tne ,,.,· hy ! ;~if! ;:~iF'Jfi"'•~r:::.; ~ h·h 
;.;n., 1 · !:~~·.;s!On. , us~""!_, .. ;e1~, Sl, 'h'• •e!: 
o t ~ ... h~m p~);~~ Tt:·nn i ! .t> qwt.:..: ,:1 !.}< t men<> 
1f·i dn ~~: n ·1 ~.'v i qu<:.'~~-~ tne ;n ;1 cn r~.'.~j .;_;on '~-~ 
l hAt i want w ~v·~ at lht:"; tn1ti 1 
H<s o -.,vn basi c C'c;-11v1c tions t1.h~e ber;;-1 
snaped rind st~arpt~ned 11-H (l u(}!i ttw u :;n~1-
:ng Tt':l?i is po 1.;fld{~r.1 ini.o ev1:n y omf u ! ~Le 
a!most ~~Xl ~>h.ide nrt:'. ;i : t h(~ !;~mt:\.l' .. • ::-:c !1(>(.d 
I d n n ! CiV'i'> PiH ! i(;HL1dy i i bO~.'! ,\ l_":j(('dl 
repulal;c;n ,~1s :1 -..•.;1;tpr , or abot J1 n •· ();,_:~s:n q 
a c;:1triars1 ;,'; o ve1 so rnc: ~ssuP Sc.h w t1rt1 
p-.;plains . But d scmeone sef•s r'ny tiy ~ 
li nu anct ~·;dy S. ·'-?«:;;; <..:::p1 <:0or!nd on !h l-> 
i;; 3n to t12 1i you H;n Hulh .' tn::1!. v;o1dri I) (~ 
rny greatnsl PPfh~ 
Whdfa ()tj')f} r SIU<:1('1~t~1 ff<t'.iy 1;:.1!f.:, cl !n>/· 
! fl whci n !hey meet att;.:r r,la ~-,~~ , f,A;s-,,-;,;,s.;n 
!OU< nai1.srn studr;nls .arc mo re t!!oi:(j!y w 
d1sct; ~;s a Ot1 W krnd of pres':. or l! ie 
<."~1an9es th ;:it r'\Br.-tf! to ccrrH·~ in comrm:r11· 
cations. T!"1ey have sp€'Cif1c 1d1:~a:> for a 
nmv torm1H and COnti::n1 fot a pres$ lh~'.!Y 
fJr,1h~ve to be obsolete 
lrainin9 lh~ m.:Wl breed a l 1owrna 1<•:H 
demamJOO by HHS aqe ;5 •'.)ne ot the rnos.t 
<:r-11.;cal jobs o~ education <'.1nd !he nevvs 
prof~~ssiCHl, Nnws of rw event···· n royal 
wcdcH1g an (J$Sbss;r-:aticn a ww ~·· t~;. 
t!nsht~d today r1:1mo~;t ;ns:o:1ntannous!y 
to ttie enOr:> of the e1.uth . ro do this ac ·· 
t::,urnte!y and sen~:.1hly as weil as quic"Jy 
is thrt !Ob of 1he journalist D fti.:1n the re-
sponsibi!dy· hangs on H1f: con '..l'. Ct~ons 
and integrity of t:"me reporte~ . t;;H fro'n 
his city room 
At no tirn£.> m history hW:> the p)urna l ~ 
Lst s 1ot be1.::n more Si{Jnifte:anL or more 
haznrdous, He can do it be-st only ii he 
ha~-; .a c.ombinatton n f con1mitrnc~nL an 
uncornrron intfHefa.t in p~Jcp!c and the 
t ight kind o f training . His report car; .-u in 
a 'nan. cnng down a !~ov<:rnmont o r pro-· 
long a war. On .ttie otht1r hand, it can 
bring about work.ab!<-: so~utions to the 
rnos.t d•stressirig oroblen1s en oty streets 
o r in Asian dee paddi$;JS tONi lNUf.O 
92-99 List four general layout and 
design characteristics of the Mon-
drian type of layout. Refer to the dia-
gram, in which the solid rectangles 
represent illustrations. 
100-105. Note that these two Garamond typefaces are the same in point size, but different in thickness. 
Point out and explain the MAJOR difference in these two typefaces, and mention the effect of this dif-
ference if they are used to set type en masse. 
___ X 
10 
106-120. Give a general critique of this two-page spread, using only the elements, items, and 
areas which are numbered. (The numbers and dotted lines, of course, are for reference only, 
and are not a part of the layout.) 
textcopy textcopy textcopy text 
copy textcopytext copy textcop~ 
textcopytext copy text copytext 
copytext copytext copytext cop~ 
text copytextcopy text copytext 
copy textcopytext copytextcopy 
textcopytext copy textcopy text 
copytext copytext @ 
text copytextcopy cutlinecut 
copytextcopy text cutlinecut 
- - - - - - - - - - cutlinecut 
11 
® c_utlinec.utl11 line cu time 
--- ~® 
_@ 
121-125. Use the format dia-
gram at the right, and indicate 
graphically the necessary steps 
to set classical margins for a 
two-page magazine spread. 
126-133. How many characters are necessary to fill a space on an advertisement which 
measures 21x49 picas, if set solid in 7-poin:u~s~o:E o;,::eA::;~Rc::~/o 
12 
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144-147. In the reverse circle below, 
indicate (1) a gothic letter, and (2) a 
134-143. Describe in detail the International 
Typographic Association (ITCA) method of 
copyfitting. Utilize the diagrams. 
13 
The Gauge 
148-150. Identify by family name the typeface 
shown below in the reverse circle. 
151-155. One of the most significant typographical innova-
tions of the 'Victorian' period is exemplified in the typeface 
shown at the left. What was this typographical innovation? 
160-164. Describe your graphic arts project for this semester. What were 
some of the decisions that had to be made? What were some problems and 
how were these problems overcome? 
156-159. This lowercase 'g' is a clue letter of a well-known reader typeface. Name the type 
family to which the letter belongs. 
14 
165-172. Give the family name of these four typefaces. 
D abcdef ghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
~ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
D abcdefghiiklmnopqrstuvwxy 
173-180. A ten-page booklet with a type page size of 20x60 picas has been set solid in 12-point Baskerville, CPP 
3.00. How many pages would be needed if the booklet is reset in 10 on 10 Caslon Oldstyle, CPP 2.50, on a type page 
size of 30x50? 
PUT THE FINAL ANSWER HERE D 
181-190. BONUS QUESTION FOR ANYONE WHO CAN USE THE COPYFITTER SLIDE. RULE. 
Flip over to the back cover: use the diagram shown and briefly explain how THE COPYFITTER 
is used in copyfitting. Refer to the scales as they are setup in the diagram. 
15 
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®' -------- READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE BEGINNING THE ASSIGNMENT -------... 
All the questions must be answered in the spaces provided in this 
booklet. The method of numbering indicates the point value of the 
questions. The level of accuracy required in the copyfitting problems, 
or when measuring or scaling copy, will be noted in the appropriate 
questions. Short answers are preferable, since quality responses not 
the amount of copy, are the basis of evaluation. PRINT your last name, 
student and section number in the space provided on the front cover of 
the examination. 
1-6. Answer these two questions concerning the size fiD:ier shown below arxi left: 
(a) What is the SOR at which it is set? 
(b) At the SOR shown, a 6tx12t inch origirial would become what final size? 
Put the answer to (a) here 
Put the answer to (b) here 
7-11. What is the character per pica count ot this typeface? 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
Answer here D .. ,., 
12-23. On the basis of format proportion, typographical balance, arrl layout, @ 
evaluate and critique this contemporary book title page. 
THE 
ELITE PRESS 
Great Newspapers of the World 
JOHN 0. MERRILL 
ICBOOL OF JOU&NALISM 
UNIVE&SITY OF MISSOU&I 
Pitman Publishing Corporation 
NEW YO&E TO&ONTO LONDON 
24-28. Assume this line of type is to be justified, but as shown is too short 
for the measure. Indicate on the line where you would change space, arrl why. 
incorrectly justified were all lines 
29-38. Differentiate between a duotone and a tinted halftone. 
39-44. (a) Although this is a 1968 advertisement (below left), the display 
technique as shown here originated during what historical period in the de-
velopnent of typography? Az:rl (b), Describe and give a brief account of this 
technique of display. 
'"THE LONG-AWAITED BILLION DOLLAR 
<J)~r;Jit~® Jlt®'iP~~ 
WHAMS ON THE SCREEN LIKE AN EXPLOSION!''......-_., • .., 
The tramp printer 
45-54. In 1894 the rate of payment for a thousand ems of 
hand canposition in the United States ranged from 15¢ to a 
maximum of 60¢. However, it is said that shortly after the 
discovery of gold in California, compositors in San Fran-
cisco were paid $2.50 for a thousani ems--a rate that was 
insufficient to keep them on the job ani out of the gold 
fields. 
It was the era of the 11tramp" printer, ani if the one shown 
here (at left) stayed on the job in San Francisco ani in one 
week set a depth of 250 picas of 10-point type on a 15 pica 
measure--how much more money would he make than the printer 
who panned out $10 worth of gold dust in the same length of 
time? 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE 
55-60. Name ani give a brief account of the two ki:rrls of typographical layout 
according to Jan Tschichold in his book, Asymmetric Typography. 
61-66. Point out in these paragraphs three examples which indicate incorrect~!!!!!!!!!W 
composition of type set en masse. 
Readibility and legibility factors, as they are 
related to principles of design, both traditional 
and contemporary, are examined in some detail. 
However, "Typography 336" is a two semester 
hour course, designed more as a survey rather 
than a professional examination into the 
r e a 1 m of the science of t y p o g r a p h y . 
In a two-hour weekly laboratory, students work 
on a number of assignments using cold type methods 
as well as hot metal procedures. The fundamentals 
of h a n d s e t t p o gr a p h y are emphasized, as 
well as problems in the mechanics of magazine lay-
out, as they relate to the economics of produc-
tion. 
67-72. What is the rule of Graphic 
dominance and discuss how the rule 
was applied in this two-page layout. This is the overline or blurb copy or the 
kicker copy 
GRAPHIC DOMINANCE RULE 
textcopytextcopytextcopy 
copytextcopy tex tco pytex t 
textcopytextcopytextcopy 
copytextcopy tcxtcopytext 
textcopytextcopytextcopy 
copytextcopytextcopytext 
textcopytcxtcopytextcopy 
copytextcopy textcopytext 
textcopytextcopytextcopy 
copytextcopytextcopytext 
textcopytextcopytextcopy 
copytextcopy tex tcopytext 
textcopytcxtcopytextcopy 
73-77. This advertisement was a part of the recent graphic dialogue between 
Avis am Hertz, the two largest car rental agencies in the United States. 
Solely on the basis of typographical layout, what is the major criticism of 
this advertisement? 
Aha! 
You were expecting 
another get tough 
with Avis ad. 
After being picked at by No. 2 for four years, 
we got a little irritated. 
We felt we had to say something about the 
things that have been implied about us. 
Mostly because these things aren't true. And 
our people who clean, service, deliver and take 
reservations wanted the air cleared. 
And now that we've gotten the irritation out 
of our systems, all future advertising will be de-
voted solely to acquainting you with how reliable, 
resourceful, helpful and pleasant we are so you'll 
come in and rent a car from us instead of our 
dear friends down the street. 
Hertz 
No. l with pleasant new Fords and other good cars. 
78-97. Identify according to family, the ten typefaces on the facing page. Put 
your answers below in the space opposite the appropriate numbers (2 points each). 
0 
E.} 
E) 
0 
0 
0 
fj 
0 
~ 
© 
What is the term generally applied to this style of type when it is set 
100-107. Give as full an account as possible of the graphic philosophy and typo-
graphical influence of the organization that originated this publication (below). 
= == -=-LI C 
AU HAUS 
lit: 
•C1919 
::e1923 
-Ill 
31: 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
0 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 
ABCDEFGH IJKLM NOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
@ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567 
e ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 
ABCDEFGHIJl(LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
0 ahcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 
0 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
(:) abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 
fl ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX 
0 ab~defghijkbnnopqrstuvwxyz 12345 
e ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ& 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 123456789 
@ ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 
108-lll.In one way or another 
all these graphic symbols are 
associated with communications. 
Select only one, point out an:i 
identify it, and give a brief 
account as to purpose arrl/or 
function. 
·*H~H»*«<-«<-«<-«<-
* * ~ABC: 
i DEF i 
i GHIJ i 
; KLM i 
f NOP! 
L~~*«<-«<-«<-J 
~ 112-120.In the booklet A Typographic Quest, Number 
Five, the author Carl Dair discusses "The Elements 
'Of"1iarmony" in graphic design an::l layout. Accord-
ingly, state the reasons why this illustration (at 
left) would or would not be effectively designed. 
121-127. This is a fragment (below) from the old.est book known to have been printed (@) 
from movable type. These eleven lines of type are all that remain of a book that 
has come to be called The World Judgement. An:i even though printed circa 1442, the 
type alignment is good an:i the presswork well executed for the times. 
On the basis of this information, give some account of the historical pericxi during 
which the book was produced. 
1mtn 1:J11 mu1Jf ro nmt m gar orcu mu· 
1tlli»irvmemitCcbmbf1Dbim&Ir 
got nvr rrbantr notb fotdltt m Jlimta 
mag rim fJbaQ'f nfdJt Sor ti gotlitbf 
ange£i2Cbt ttriftue mil to mtd tprub£<t-
1:1ii mil allr boC;bdt retbm i!)it Dir ot~ 
Dati tm milli i1n ii>m mil tt Ottlf rmiot 
pid 100 mil tm ouli grbf 16v vm hrl&lr 
on auflJ lrbf .Gfjt Dit mttlt uii alltDino 
JDit fn II malt grCd.Jali Cint Jizu lJfllt 
Dii mutt autb zu nidlt fll9 man mot 
128-1)4. From the point of view of graphic design, what does Carl Dair say about 
11space 11 in the booklet ! TyPographic Quest, Number ~? 
135-138. Name a typesetting machine which spaces 
type similar to that shown in diagram A, as well 
as that shown in diagram B. And what is the term 
for the spacing technique as shown in diagram B? 
145-150. (A) Assume the rectangle below is an illustration that must be reduced 
to a width of 19 picas. Without the use of a proportional scale, demonstrate on 
the rectangle (include written step by step commentary) how this can be accom-
plished. .A.n:i (B), What is the depth in picas when width is reduced to 19 picas? 
151-158. In September of 1853, Samuel Langhorne 
Clemens went to New York to work as a typesetter 
in the printing office of John A. Gray & Green 
at 97 Cliff Street. The going rate at the tillle 
was 25¢ for a thousan:i ems of han:iset type. 
How much money would be coming to Clemens if in 
one day he set enough Brevier (8 point) type to 
fill a space 36Xl20 picas? 
159-164. Explain the 'white space' rule of 
magazine layout, and on the basis of the 
rule, give a critique of this double-spread. 
PUT THE ANSWER HERE 
textcopyte> 
copytextco 
textcopyte: 
copytextco 
tcxtcopyte: 
copytextco 
textcopyte: 
copytextco 
MAGAZINE WHITE SPACE RULE 
textcopvt"' 1n>pytcx1 
copytcxrn>pyu:xtcop 
textcopyt«XI copy tex' 
copyt~x tcopytcctcop 
cutlinecutline 
linccutlinecut cutlinccu1 
165-174. In 1869 Joseph Thorne received a US patent 
for a machine typesetter known as the Simplex (shown 
at right), which composed but did not justify fou.rrlry 
type. The operator justified manually with spacing 
:material stored in bowls on the front of the machine. 
The speed of the Simplex was 1,800 ems of Long Primer 
(10 point) type an hour. The machine sold for $2,000 
and by 1903 there were more than 500 in use in the 
United States. 
~ How long would it take to set on the Simplex a 
small ten-page pamphlet with a type page size of 
25XJO picas, solid in 10 point, CPP 2.501 
f:::I How much would it cost to set this pamphlet at 
90¢ per thousand ems? ' 
PUT HOW LONG IT WILL TAKE HERE 
PUT HOW MUCH IT WILL COST HERE 
1. 
175-180. On the TYPOGR.AF below answer the following questions (note that the 30 
type characters are in numbered blocks): 
(1) Identify by number a gothic letterform 
(2) Identify by family the typeface in block 4 
(3) Identify by number a sans serif typeface 
(4) Identify by family the typeface in block 20 
(5) Identify by number the typeface FUTURA BLACK 
(6) Identify by number a swash type character 
2. 3. 6. 
A a 
7. 8. 9. 10. 12. 
a 
13. 14. 15. tt 
"tt 
16. 
a 
22. 23. 
26. 27. 28. 30. 
a 
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Advertising Age 
740 North Rush Street 
Chicago , Illinois 60611 
Art Direction 
19 West 44th Street 
NewYork,NewYork 10036 
Art Education 
1201 Sixteenth Street 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Audiovisual Instruction 
1201 Sixteenth Street 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Book Production Magazine 
34 North Crystal Street 
East Stroudsburg, Pa. 18301 
CA Magazine 
3975 East Bayshore 
Palo Alto, California 94303 
Editor & Publisher 
850 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 
Engineering Graphics 
25 West 45th Street 
New York, New York 10036 
Graphic Arts Buyer 
Two North Riverside Plaza 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
Graphic Arts Monthly 
7373 North Lincoln Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 60646 
Graphic Arts Progress 
65 Plymouth Ave. South 
Rochester, New York 14608 
Graphic Arts Review 
Four North 11th St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 
Graphic Purchasing 
1605 N. Cahuenga Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90028 
Gravure Magazine 
61 Hilton Avenue 
Garden City, New York 11534 
In-Plant Printer 
200 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
Inland Printer 
300 West Adams Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
Lithopinion 
113 University Place 
New York, New York 10003 
Media Scope 
750 Third Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 
Modern Lithography 
Four 2nd Avenue 
Denville, New Jersey 07834 
Offset Newspaper Production 
1605 N. Cahuenga Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90028 
Paper Trade J oumal 
49 West 45th Street 
New York, New York 10036 
Photolith 
732 Mt. Moriah Road 
Memphis, Tennessee 38117 
Photo Methods for Industry 
33 West 60th Street 
New York, New York 10023 
Print 
527 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 
Printers' Digest 
2335 Central Avenue 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55818 
Printers' Ink 
501 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 
Printing Impressions 
134 North 13th Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 
Printing News 
468 Park Avenue S. 
New York, New York 10016 
Printing Production 
1213 West 3rd Street 
Cleveland, Ohio 44113 
Publishers' Weekly 
1180 Avenue of Americas 
New York, New York 10036 
Pulp & Paper Magazine 
370 Lexington Avenue 
NewYork,NewYork 10017 
Reproductions Review 
393 Seventh Avenue 
New York, New York 10001 
Reprographics 
200 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10016 
School Product News 
812 Huron Road 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 
Screen Process 
407 Gilbert Avenue 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 
Western Printer & Lithographer 
1605 N. Cahuenga Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90028 
SUBJECT - ITEM INDEX 
ADVERTISING GRAPHICS, 14 
ADVERTISEMENT 
critique, 34, 89, 102, 134, 137 
ALPHABET LENGTH, 49, 132 
ASYMMETRIC TYPOGRAPHY, 103, 135 
BAUHAUS 
influence on typographical design, 138 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, 147-150 
BINDING 
saddle-stitch, 87; side-stitch, 87 
BREAKER COPY, 73 
CALIFORNIA JOB CASE, 11, 49 , 56, 113 
CHARACTER PER PICA 
how to determine from alphabet length, 49; estimate from sample, 81, 118, 132 
COLDTYPE, 28 
COLLATING 
back-step method, 102 
COLOR, 85 
COMPOSITION COST 
problems in, 52, 75, 110, 119, 135, 143 , 144 
CONTRAST 
in lines of type , 121; typographical, 111 
COPY MEASUREMENT 
from a sample, 60; with the illustrated technique, 39 
COPYFITTING 
problems in, 16, 24, 38, 46, 52, 53, 61, 62, 71, 75, 93, 110, 112 , 118, 119, 126, 
129, 135, 143, 144; determine CPP, 38, 49; the Intertype system, 44; instrument 
for, 111; ITCA system, 127; newspaper copyfitting, 25; with the Haberule Visual 
Copy-Caster, 70; when dimensions of space are known, 46 ; with slide rule, 114, 
129-130 
COPYWRITING 
line-for-line for newspaper, 2 5, 5 3 
CORPORATE SYMBOLISM, 12 
COST 
of printing, 27; composition, 52, 75, 110, 119, 135, 143, 144; engraving, 12 
DIAGONAL METHOD OF SCALING ILLUSTRATIONS, 142 
DROPOUT, 14, 63 
DU OTO NE 
difference between duotone and tinted halftone, 134 
SUBJECT -ITEM INDEX 
ENGRAVING 
cost of, 12 
FINAL EXAMINATIONS 
winter semester 1968-69, 67; winter semester 1966-67, 83; fall semester 1967-68, 
99; fall semester 1968-69, 115; winter semester 1967-68, 131 
FOLDING 
paper in large sheets, 103; standard folds, 85 
FORM BEFORE MEANING 
typographical dictate, 105 
FORMAT 
division of, 10 6 
FOTOTYPE, 28 
GATHERING 
difference between gathering and collating, 102 
GRAPHIC ARTS MEASUREMENT, 69 
GRAPHIC ARTS PROJECT 
description of student project, 128; mechanical instructions, 80 
GRAPHIC DOMINANCE 
application in two-page layout, 136 
GRAPHIC SYMBOLS, 64, 140 
GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 
list for advertising, 116 
GRAVURE PRINTING, 45, 48, 65 
GUTENBERG, JOHANN, 77 
HABER ULE VISUAL COPY .CASTER, 70 
HALFTONE REPRODUCTION, 47, 58 
determine the number of lines in halftone, 63 
HANDSETTING TYPE, 20, 71 , 110 
HISTORY OF TYPOGRAPHY 
Bauhaus, 139; colonial period, 98, 101, 119 ; English oldstyle type development, 
109; English typography, 105; Gutenberg, 77; historical classifications of type, 88; 
Incunabula period of development, 77, 80, 86, 141; Venetian period of 
development, 109; Victorian typography, 80, 128 
ILL UST RA TIO NS 
diagonal method of scaling, 142; selection of shape, 73 
INTERROBANG, 10 
INTER TYPE COMPANY 
copyfitting method, 44; Fotosetter typesetting, 46 
ITCA COPYFITTING SYSTEM, 127 
JOURNALISM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION, 29 
JUSTOWRITER, 25 
SUBJECT - ITEM INDEX 
KERNED TYPE, 59, 141 
LEAD 
size of, 15 
LETTERFORMS 
English oldstyle, 14; Modern, 14; Sans Serif, 14 ; Venetian oldstyle , 14 
LETTERHEAD DESIGN, 78 
LETTERSP ACING, 26 
" E-H " headline rule for lines of all-caps, 33 ; Linotype, 141 ; Monotype , 141 
LIGATURE , 11, 65 , 95 
LINE LENGTH, 33 
LINOTYPE 
how it spaces, 141; matrice, 50, slug, SO 
LUDLOW TYPESETTING, 15 , 61 
MAGAZINE LAYOUT AND DESIGN 
critique , 72, 122, 125, 133, 143; design a letterhead, 78 ; focal center in design , 
97; format shape, 97 ; headline factors , 95; layout of double-spread , 74; Mondrian 
style of layout , 82, 124 ; planning pictures, 94; rule of graphic dominance, 136; 
text planning, 96 
MARGINS 
determine classical, 126; 50% white space rule , 94 
MEASURING TYPEWRITTEN COPY, 39 
from sample , 60 ; instrument for , 111 
MIDTERM EXAMINATIONS 
winter semester 196 7-6 8, 7; winter semester 1968-69 , 1 9 ; winter semester 
1966-67, 31; fall semester 1967-68, 43 ; fall semester 196 8-69, 5 5 
MIMEOGRAPH, 101 
MODERN TYPE 
difference in Modern and Oldstyle type , 142 
MONDRIAN LAYOUT, 82, 124 
MONOTYPE 
how it spaces, 141 
MONT AGE, 109 
MORTISE, 13 , 29 
NEWSPAPER 
copyfitting, 25 ; decline in letterpress, 37; mechanical techniques , 23, 121 ; nature 
of content , ll;publishing, 11, 37, 121 ; typography, 11 
OBLONGS 
folding large press sheets, 103; standard shapes, 120 
OFFSET PRINTING , 21, 45 
OLDSTYLE TYPE 
difference in Oldstyle and Modern types, 142 
PAPER 
how to cut, 92 ; cancellation method of calculating, 92 
PILOT PRESS, 73 
PHOTO-TYPOGRAPHY, 35 
PRINTING 
cost of, 27; equipment, 40; surfaces, 36, 48 
PRINTING PLATES 
use of duplicate plates, 34 
PRINTING PROCESSES 
gravure, 45, 65; how to identify, 36; identification of mechanical systems, 45 ; 
letterpress cylinder, 57; mimeograph, 101; offset, 21, 45; relief, 45; selection of 
best process, 2 7; silk screen, 16, 32; uses of, 5 8 
PRINTING TECHNIQUES 
dropout, 14; reverse, 14; surprint, 14 
READABILITY, 33, 108, 109 
RELIEF PRINTING 45, 48 
REVERSE, 14, 117, 120, 127 
SADDLE-STITCH BINDING, 87 
SCALE OF REPRODUCTION, 12, 27, 59, 117, 132 
SCALING COPY AND ILLUSTRATIONS 
with the diagonal method, 142 
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM 
monuments, 22 
SERIES OF TYPE, 62 
SIDE-STITCH BINDING, 87 
SILKSCREEN, 16, 32 
SLIDE RULE COPYFITTING, 114, 129-130 
SLUG 
Linotype, 50; size of 15 
SPECIFICATIONS 
typographical, 9; in a copyfitting problem, 62 
SURPRINT, 14 
SWASH LETTER, 87 
SYMBOLS 
graphics of journalism, 8, 100 
TECHNICAL EDUCATION SERVICES, 76 
TINTED HALFTONE 
difference between tinted halftone and duotone, 134 
TRADE JOURNALS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
an alphabetical listing, 1S1 
TYPE 
basic dimensions , 47 ; classification of, 37, 41 ; contrast, 111; difference in font 
and series, 62; height, 47 ; how to set it, 20, 22; horizontal positions of 
alignment, 10; identification of pieces of type, 26, 36, 49; inter principle, lOS ; 
kerned, 59; measurement , 9, 34, 46, 116; nomenclature of, S2, 81; oldstyle, S 1; 
point size , 9; problems in measurement , 23; readability of, 33; set width, 47 ; 
stickup, 28; size, 34, 47; structural classification, 10, 24, SO, Sl, 64, 80 ; 
techniques of justification, 64, 133; transitional, S 1; typeface nomenclature, 84; 
x-height , 124 
TYPE EN MASSE 
evaluation of, S 7, 136 ; general guidelines, 1 S 
TYPEFACES 
Baskerville, clue letter, 128; Cheltenham in reverse, 120; Cooper Black in reverse, 
127; family identification, 16, 76, 90-91 , 107, 118, 129, 138-139; Garamond 
Oldstyle, 9; nomenclature of, S2, 81, 84 
TYPE IDENTIFICATION 
according t o structure, 142, 14S ; family, 16, 76, 90-91, 104, 107, 1,18, 129, 
138-138; utilizing the lowercase a-g comparison, 106 
TYPESETTING MACHINES 
Justowriter, 2S; Linotype, 13, lS, 40, SO, 14l;Ludlow, lS, 61 
TYPESETTING METHODS 
coldtype stickup, 28; explain the Linotype system, SO; Fototype stickup, 28; 
handset, 20, 22, 64, 6S, 110; Ludlow, 61; Monotype, 141 
TYPOGRAF, 17, 41 
TYPOGRAPHY 
allusive, 107; asymmetric, 103; contrast, 111, 121 ; difference in book, magazine 
and newspaper, 23; fashions in, 87; for various products , 68 ; harmony, 92, 9S, 
108, 140; hot metal, 35; newspaper , 11 , 23, 121 
VISUALAIDS, 21 
WHITE SPACE RULE OF DESIGN, 143 
X-HEIGHT, 124 

